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CHAPTER I 
TWO UNITS FOR TEACHING IN GRADE NlNE 
Introduction.--The purpose of this thesis is to con-
struct two source unite on American folklore for use in 
teaching_~l:i terature i~ the ninth grade. Two secondary 
:purposes are: ( 1) to outlin.e the general value, relevance, 
and adaptability o£ American folklore to the teaching of 
English in secondary schoo~s, and (2) to survey what has 
been done in the teaching of folklore. y 
James Stevens, in 11An Old Logger's Forward 11 to 
Legends_o[ __ Paul :Bunyan, writes: 
"Here you·can see America working and winning 
in the old way; bragging, whooping and snorting; joking and laughing; taking __ every_thing in giant 1 s 
stride. 
And here are remnants of a lost life, shadows 
of a fallen day. Out of the great times of the 
woods, when the axemen harvested their way across the 
timberlands as their part in the building_ of America, 
we keep a few stories, we cherish a little lore." 
Since Paul :Bunyan is not fact, he is omitted from , .. 
history books. Nor do the social studies concern them-
selves with this legendary man who symbolizes a significant 
realm of Americana. Geographers and geologists make no 
ijJames Stevens, "An Old Logger's Forward, 11 Legends_of _Paul 
:Bunyan, Harold W. Felton, Editor, Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 
1947, pp. xi-xii. ' 
-1-
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mention of his unique part in the creation of the st. 
Lawrence River, the Great Lakes, the Black Hills, the Grand 
Canyon, or Puget Sound. That Paul and his logg_~r crew were 
contributors to the world of music has likewise escaped 
attention. And only under the auspices of a few mem like 
Robert Frost is he given literary stature. 
Yet, as ~ames Stevens1 ~oints out, here is America. 
Then, too, seldom in secondary Englieh is mention made 
of stormalong, New Engl~d's giant sea captain; Pecos Bill, 
the Southwest's ace cowboy; ~ohn Henry, the great railroad 
' ' . ' 
worker; Kemp Morgan, roustabout of the oil fields; Tony -
Beaver, Mississippi River rat; or Case~ ~ones, the greatest 
of railroad men. These men and their compatriots and 
devotees founded a great navy, built a country from a 
wilderness, gave it a unique literature, wrete its songs, 
built its railroads, plied its rivers, dug its mine~ and 
herded cattle on its plains. Indeed, Paul Bunyan, who 
continues to be the epic symbol of legendary America, 
gathers to himself the attributes of all these men. He 
was not always-the lumberjack of the Northwest •. His career 
can be traced from French Canada, throug~ New England, the 
Saginaw country of Michigan, the Far West, and even into the 
oil fields of the Southwest. 
These men are vital figures in an important area of 
American civiliz~tion: American folklore. Unquestionably, 
the folklore of this country offers a rich source of 
2 
materials for teachers or Eng~ish. "Knowledg~ of a nation's 
folklore is knowledge of the creative working~ of the minds 
i ti )I of its·folk. It s the key to ana· on's values •••• 
Stephen Vincent Benet, much of- whose literary work was 
derived from the lore-of the people of the United States, 
has indicated the value of folklore in the following state-y' . 
ment: ''It's always seemed to me that legends and yarns and 
folk tales are as much a part of the real history of a 
country as proclamations and provisos and constitutional 
amendments." 
. . •. y 
Anthropologists aff'irm.that " •••• folk tales are the 
cement o:r society. They not only express, but cotU:f'y and 
reinforce the way people think, feel, Qelieve, and behave. 
Purpose and justifieation.--There is a remarkable 
potential learning_va.lue inherent in this country's :rolk-
lore.-. This thesis proposes to explore a few of such avenues 
open to teachers o:r English. The emphasis is placed on unit 
organization, with folklore as the core around which estab-
lished Language Arte materials are orgE!-nized. 
Folklore has received a. minimum of-attention in the 
!7Carl Carmer, "Folklore," Comptont s __ Pictured_Encyclopedia 
[1952 Edition~ F.E. Compton and Company, Ch~cago, 1~52, 
Volume 5, p. 20?. · 
y'Ibid., pp. 206-207. 
y'Mary Hill Arbuthnot, Children and Books, Scott, Foresman 
and Company, Chiaag<?, 1947, p. 203. -· --
English classroom •. This is -llnf'Glrtunate for s7vera.l reVons. 
Folklore's " •••• inherent ••• f'aculty for threwing light 
backward on the history of human civilizatien •••• " makes it 
of high educational value. It is-at enoe pertinent, 
appealing, and adaptable. 
Folklore continues to exist, to grow, and to be of 
influence both as literature and in literature. The atten-
tion given it by writers from Washing_t~m Irving to Maxwell g; 
Anderson confirms its relevance to the program of' the 
Language Arts. 
- --- --y Stephen Vincent Benet's "The D~vil and Daniel 
Webster" has become a f'olk classic. Negro 1i terature 
!I 
abounds with such material. It is influential in the 
novel, poetry, and the theater. Institutions of higher 
learning, by their recent expansions into the. reaLm of v y 
folklore, have become aware of the f'0llowing facts: 
"Folklore ••• is of great importance in the science 
of, eomparative mythology and helps to throw much li~ht 
on the re1a tionships between races and on the ori~in -
!7The Enciclopedia .. Americana., __ "Folk-lore," ( 1948 Edition), 
Americana Cerporation, New York, 1948, Volume XI, p. 416. 
g/Carl Carmer, op. cit., p. 207. 
3/Stephen Vincent Benet, "The Devil and Daniel Webster," 
Thirteen-O'Clock, Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., New York, 
1932, pp. 162-1~3~ - --
!/Sterling A. Brown, et al_._, ____ The Negro, Caravan, The Dryden 
Press, Inc., New-York, 1941, pp. 412-433. • ·· 
E;'Levette ;r. Davidson, A Guide __ to American_ Folklo~, The 
UBivereity of Denver Press, Denver, 1951, pp. 110-113 • 
.§/The Encyclopedia __ Americana, __ o_p. -?it,., :p. 416. 
_4 
• 
and development Gf religi_ous beliefs and ceremonies. _ 
It is therefore of great assistance tq'.the ethnolog_ist, 
the sociologist and the historian, as we}l as to the 
student of comparative mythology and of the science 
of reli_gion." 
Then, too, the educational shift from the idea of tne 
.. ~ . 
"melting pot« to the concept of "the mosaic -of Americau·' is 
,. 
made immediately clear by folklore. The extreme divergen-
cies of ethnic or regional or occupational folk materials--
lore that is either indig~nous or adopted--unit~ to form a 
;;·,· 
~II 
consolidated culture pattern. Indian sand paintings, 
Eastern sea chantie-s,.m.ountaineer riddles, Neg;ro spirituals, 
Spanish-American santos, __ and _lumberjack tales all combine to 
illustrate, as they worked togetrer to create, that Which is 
America. 
The significance of one facet in this g~eat amalgama-
tion, that of a unique development on the American frontier, 
. y 
is illustrated. by the following paragraph: 
"Cowboy songs are interesting.as human documents, 
for the light they throw on the conditions of human 
life, and for- their refleetien. pf the old time cattle 
baron and his crew. The whele cycle of the cowboy's 
experience--its monotony, ·its fun, its heroes, its 
love affairs, its dangers, and-the epics of the long 
drives overland from Texas to Montana--is set forth 
in the songs made and sur.tg by the men themselves." 
This attestation to the perennial life of a folksong 
.y' . 
follows: 11A folk-song is neither new nor old; it is like 
yJohn A. Lomax, 11 Folk-song 11 (1n _:part.)_, __ The En~yclo~aedia 
Britannica (1948 Edition), Univers1.ty of' Chicago, 1~48~ 
Volume 9, p. 448. 
g/Ralph v. Williams, "Folk-song" (.!E. part), __ The .. ~ncyclopaedia 
Britannica (1948 Edition),University of Chicago, 1948, 
Vo!ume 9, p. 448. 
5 
.e 
a forest tree with its roots deeply buried in the past but 
which continually puts forth new branches, new leaves, new 
• .',"':< 
fruit. 11 
Secondly, the universal and permanent ap:peal which 
folklor·e has gives it an intrinsic motivational value which 
teachers of English migAt well use. Later expanding outward 
to encompass more and more areas im:portant in pupil growth, 
such material can start at many points within the :pu:pil 1 s 
experience and frame of reference: popular songs, proverbs 
and axioms, actual and legendary heroes, the sea, animal 
stories, supersti tiona and magic, folk dancing_,_ g~oup sing-
ing, the frontier, the cowboy, and tall tales of the West. 
. y 
"Children must have heroes who perform g_reat deeds, 
real or imaginary.... Whether it be Robinson Crusoe, Pecos 
:Sill, or Superman, it's all one to·the ohild.u 
Folklore applies even to adolescent love. . y 11 Th ere 
is ••• something impersonal about these ballad love affairs 
that satisfies without embarrassing the adolescent who is 
. . ' 
interested in but self-o0nscious about romance." 
Folklore's uniqueness and humor are perfectly expressed 
in the lumberman's attempts to convey the gig_a.ntic size of y 
Paul. :Bunyan's blue ox, :Babe: 
!/Mary Hilr Arbuthnot, o~. cit., p. 28. 
y'Ibid., P• 70. 
g/HarGld w. Felton, Edit0r, Legends_of_Paul Bunyan_, __ Al:fred 
A. Knopf, New York, 1947, p. 95. 
6 
·• "His size is rather. a·matter of doubt,' some 
people holding that he was twenty-four ax-handles 
and a plug of chewing_ tobaeco·wide between the eyes, 
and others-saying that he was forty-two ax-handles 
across the forehead. It fuay be that both are wrong, 
for the story gGes that J"im, the pet crow, who always 
roosted onBabe's left horn, one day decided to fly 
acress to the tip of the other horn. -He gpt lost on 
the way, and didn't get to ·the other horn until after 
the spring_tha.w, and he had started in the dead of 
winter. 11 
Finally, the adaptability of folklore lends it a fur~­
ther significance. Th; ft- ~ibliography: ,2! .. North_Am.erioan 
!t .. 
Folklore .~ .. F..Q.lkso.ng, .. _ which i~lustratee the amazing 
breadth and inclusiveness.of the material, i's divided into 
{ 
such categories as ethnic gr_oups, occupationaL groups, and 
regional g:J:"OUps. A study .of the Neg!o work song and its 
importance, or of the occupational lore ·of the lumberjack, 
could be made an integral part of a Languag_e Arts program. 
If a reg_ional division is warranted, a unit on the folklore 
of the frontier is valuable in man.y respects--historically, 
geographically, sociologically, psychologically, and 
-··· y 
linguistically: 
"To the freedoms they already enjoyed Lthe folk 
of the Wesf? added another--the freedom to use language 
freely; to seek humor and vi.gor above purity or grace 
or elegance or ease; to prefer striking overstatement 
to exact statement; to choose rhetorical patterns upon 
which to hang a wealth o:f ludicrous imagery; and to 
engage in lawless coinage ... 
!?Charles Raywood, ! Bibliography __ of _North American" Folklore_ 
~ Folkson5, .Greenberg:. Publisher, New York, 1951. 
2/Mody c. Boatright, ~olklausater on_~ American __ Frontier, 
;_rhe Macmillan Company, New YOrk, 194'9, p. 146. · 
In its remarkable sweep,. folklore provides highly 
adaptable material suitable for use in attaining many 
desired outcomes in the Language Arts. 
A further justification of this thesis is the scarcity 
of teaching material based on folklore. The extent of this 
y 
material, which is indeed 11 •••• still scanty, •• is outlined 
in the following chapter. The units themselves will assist 
in :filling this gap. 
Scope and limitation~.--This thesis is of limited 
scope. Here is no more than some of' the groundwork; merely 
an indication of the vast amount of f'olk materials which 
can be profitably utilized for classroom instruction. The 
two sample units give evidence .of what might be accomplished; 
and they may serve to call :forth further ideas for the use 
of' folklore. These ninth-grade units are untested source 
units which will require modification for an actual class-
room situation. Folklore has been considered only in its 
relation to the Language Arts. 
Nor does this thesis touch upon the folklore of other 
countries, a realm through which the understanding and 
appreciation of other cultures can be vitally expanded. 
Indeed, much of folklore--although this is attributed to 
coincidence--is culturally inter-connected: g/ 
!/Paul G. Brewster, "The Folklore Approach in School Teach-
ing, 11 School_~.Societ;r (J.?ebruary 10, 1951), 73:86. 
,g/William R. Halliday, ttFolklore," The_Encyclo;paedia.Britan-
nica (·1948 Edition), University of Chicago, 1948, Volume 9, 
p. 446. 
*'The collections o:f material :from different 
parts of Europe, which were the :fortunate conse-
quence of the example set by the Grimms, revealed 
that ••• there were many popular beliefs and practices 
to which par.allels could be found in the records of 
classical antiquity, arid that there was a large 
stock of tales, customs and beliefs, which was 
conunon to all Eu:r,opean countries.'' 
Fortunately, the United States is the " •••• recipient 
of folklore and f'olk tales :from all over the worlde" 
y 
"Folklore is as broad as the world, and even that cor~us 
y 
of' it which we loosely term 'American' has its roots in 
many lands. tt 
In such a case, the pupil could, because of the :famil-
iarity of material and ...... the world-wide distribution £1 
of similar or identical customs •••• ," easily bridg_~ the 
:first gap in understandinge If he knows the lore of his 
own country, particularly since the United States contains 
so many folklore derivatives, he is already on the road to 
a comprehension of other cultures. 
jJMary Hill Arbuthnot, op. qit., p. 216. 
g/Paul G. Brewster, O£• cit., p. 85. 
~William R. Halliday, op. cit., p. 446. 
CHAPTER II 
FOLia.ORE IN THE SCHOOLS 
·,. 
The Langua.ge .Arte Program~.~~T}le National Oouneil ef 
... 
Teachers of English has been the consistent leader in the-
.. .. !I 
Languag~ Arts progr_ani for the schools of the United States: 
"One of its great achievements ••• has been the 
broadening and enrichment of the English aurrieulum. 
We can well be proud of the success we have made of 
uniting and integrating the various kinds of com-
munication--oral, written, and visual; of expanding 
the areas of reading ..... of absorbing_ and utilizing · 
modern techniques and tools whose very existence 
would have been beyond the imagination of teachers 
of an earlier generati~n." 
In its most recent pronouncement, the National Council y 
of Teachers of English states: 
" •••• a good curricu1um in Language Arts is one 
which he1ps the students to deve1op through the 
normal stages of their growth into mature mastery 
of 1ang_uage and understanding of literature, to 
the end that they may use these powers intelligently 
for the enrichment of their own lives and the im-
provement of the society in which they live." . 
.. y 
This book, The _English_Langu~~-.&ts, flluatrates a 
iJRobert c; Pooley, "Publicizing··Our Aims," The_English 
.Tournal (March, 1952),-41:121-126. . 
g/Dora v. Smith, Director, ~.Ens1ish __ Language_~, The 
Commissien on the English Curriculum of the National 
Council Gf Teachers of English, Appleton-Oentury-CrG>fts, 
Inc., New York, 1952, pp. 14-15. 
2/Ibid., p:p. 41-54. 
-10-
previously published outline of obj ecti vee, @.Outline of 
. . ~ 
Desirable _outcomes_ and __ Experiences._ ~n _the . LangUage .. Arts, 
formulated by the Commission on the English Curriculum 
which defined the objectives of English instruction in terms 
of the major purposes of education, as: tt(l) the cultiva-
tion of wholesome personal living, (2) the development of 
social sensitivity and effective participation in group life, y· 
and (3) preparation for vocational competence." · · 
In the analysis of these three major purposes, ten 
desirable outcomes and experiences were established. They 
are here .abridg,ed: Y. 
111. Mental __ and_Emotional __ Stabili ty. 
Engl.ish and Speech classes should h;elp students to 
grow in effective personality and social adjustment 
through consideration of their own problems in speech, 
writing, or other activities. They should acquaint 
students through literature with characters of their 
own age who face choices and challenges like their 
own. They should satisfy the students' need for 
varied emotional experience. They should give the 
a~udent refreshment of mind and spirit through 
appreciation of aesthetic values in and personal 
enjoyment of literature, radio, motion pieture, 
dramatics, or imaginative writing. 
2. Dynamic and Worthwhile .... Allegiances __ through 
Heightened Moral Perception and-~ Personal,.Sens~ of 
Values. 
Through literature young people have access to the 
spiritual eXperience of the race. The schools have 
~a unique opportunity to present literature in such 
ynora.-y. Smith, An Outline _of UDesi:::able_Outcom.es __ and~~E.­
ienoes_.!!!. the_ Language __ !!:!!.. \Cemm.un1:cation No. ? ) , Com-
mission on the English Curriculum, National Council of 
Teachers of English, n.d. 
y'Ibid., p. 1. 
yrbid., PP· 2-5. 
-------''----- -- -
11 
a way as to develop a personal sense of values and 
to promote dynamic and worthwhile allegiances. 
3. Growing Intellectual Ca:pacities_and~riosity. 
The Languag_~ Arts should extend the interests of young 
people. Matters of cultural import are of particular 
concern as well as those of social and :political 
interest. Ability to think clearly and to attack 
problems intelligently is imperative. Especially 
should they have opportunity to evaluate critically 
ideas read, heard, or presented on the screen. 
4. Increasingl__y E:ffecti ve,_Use~ of _Language _for 
Daily __ Communi cation. . 
It is important that the skills of communication be 
taught in situations which involve social and psy-
chological adjustments as well as ef'f'ective use of 
language. Especially important is mastery of the 
underlying processes of observing_ and assimilating 
experience, selecting ideas or -details with a purpose 
in mind, organizing material, and expressipg oneself 
with clarity. The Languag~ Arts assume leadership in 
improving the meehanieal skills of speaking, writing, 
reading, and listening. 
5. Habi tual_~Intelligent_ Use _£f.__Mase_Modes 
Of Commun1cat1on. 
Newspapers and magazines, radio and television, theatre 
and film, public forums and public speeches exert a 
powerful influence upon modern life. Young_people 
growing up in the :madern world should understand the 
nature, power, and contr~l of these agencies. 
6. Growinet.Personal __ Interests __ anq_)ilnj oyment. 
The Language Arts have a resp_<:msibili ty for. increasing 
the range and persistence e>f the student's interests 
and for sharpening his observation and quickening his 
perceptions throug~ literature and imaginative writing. 
They should stimulate more fruitful use of leisure, 
growing sensitivity to beauty. 
?. Effective Habits of Work. 
students should learn how t·o locate and select material 
for a purpose, develop skill in note-taking, assume 
responsibility :for legible handwriting,develop good 
oral standards, and learn how to work in groups. 
8. Social .. Sensi ti vi tz_and _Ef:fective __ Participaticm 
in the_ Group Life. - -· 
The Language Arts should give students an understanding 
12 
... 
. .. 
of human nature, intelligent acceptance of difference 
among the peoples of the·world, give perspective upon 
the ~ocial problems of today, develop skills of par-
ticipation in the group life, and an appreciation and 
understanding of the cultures of other nations. 
9. Fai th_in.~ __ Allegia.nce __ to __ .the _:Sasic ___ Values 
of !. Democratic __ societ,l. 
The students should develop recognition of the integrity 
of human personality and the worth of the individual. 
They should study the prineiples of :free and effective 
communication as basic to the democratic way of life. 
They should gain perspective upon our country's tradi-
tion of freedom. 
10. Vocational Efficiency. 
Young people should gain increased knowledge of the 
vocational oppertunities open to them. They should 
gather a knowledge of the training and personal quali-
ties necessary to success in different vocations. •1 
Reading and literature.--Present reading and literature 
in the secondary schools have evolved from "standard 
classics" which were accented during the late eighteen 
hundreds and the early years of the present century; books 
geared to the requirements of college boards. By 1916, 
requirements were somewhat liberalized, and " •••• high school 
graduates who sought to enter colleges were given a choice 
v 
of the books on which they were to be examined." From y 
1917, the time of the pioneering James F. Rosie report 
on the English program in secondary schools, various groups 
have consis~ently worked f'or an English program which would 
more adequately meet the needs of pupils. 
!f7John J. DeBoer, et al., Teaching_~nda!.Z·)iln&liah, __ McGraw-
Hill Book Company, New York, 1951, p. 3. 
g,/Jamea F. Hosie,, The Reorganization _of En~liah_!!!.Secondary 
Schools, Government Printing Office, Washington, 1917. 
y· 
By 1943, extensive re-evaluation had taken place: 
"Itwas formerly taken for granted that those who 
progressed beyond the elementary grades in the educa-
tional system knew how to read, and that no further 
attention needed to be given to instruction in reading. 
Many surveys have demonstrated that a. large number of' 
students are handicapped in their higher studies by 
inad~quate reading ability •••• As a result, increasing 
attention is being given to the problems of' reading in 
both secondary schools and colleges." 
.. ····y . 
Aims were re-stated in 1946: 
"Raising the literacy of the Junerican people to 
the level of social power, eliminating in the lives 
of' children those negative and retarding_conditions 
which prevent them from grewing to full manhood in 
reading, and building systematic programs of' reading 
development to function in every classroom, school, 
and community--these are· the basic unfinished tasks for 
teachers, administrators, specialistst and :parents." 
In 1950, the following summary of research was made: 
"The last three decades form a period of unpre-
cedented interest in reading problems which has at 
least two significant characteristics. The first is 
the tremendous increase in the number of studies 
reported. The second is the rapid increase in the 
range of problems studied. 
y 
The fact is also recognized that scientific 
studies in this field.must continue on a broad scale, 
if reading is to s~rve ultimately ita broadest function 
as a means of personal .developmentt echolastie successt 
and social betterment." 
!/Albert :r. Harris, "Methods of Teaching Reading,'' E~cyelo­
p_edia of Modern Education, __ R~rry N. Rivlin, Editor, The 
Philosophical Library of New York City, New York, 1943, 
PP• 654-658. 
~Rutherford B. Porter, Hugh Shafer, and Eason Monroe, . 
'Research in-Reading During ·the War Years," Review of Educa-
tional Research (April, 1946), 16:10.2-112. -
.§/William s. Gray, "Reading, 11 Encyclopedia_ of' __ Educational 
Research (Revised Edition), Walters. Monroe, Editor, The 
Macmillan Company, New York, 1950, :pp. 965-966. 
.... ' 
... 
, .. ··.:f.,;;;.,..>;>;.,~..:......,, 
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!I 
suoh studies have received consistent attention, and 
eontinue to modify the English prog_ra.m i"n terms of research 
results ... · y 
.r.N. Hook listed three facets of a complete reading 
program: M •••• the practice-reading materials used for im-
pr,ovement of specific reading skills; literature read by the 
. ~ 
entire class; and-materials for wide individual reading." 
current thought in reading and literature takes as its 
point of departure ~ Outline ._.2!. ·psirable .. outcomes and 4 . 
E392,eriences _!,!!._~_Language .. Arts, ~hich has been pre-
viously summarized. In its volume which illustrates these 
desirable outcomes and experiences, the National Council 
§/ 
of Teachers of English comments: · 
"Literature, which has revealed the record of 
men's thought and spirit through the years, can give 
perspective on the conflicting ideas and ideals of 
today's world, granting to youth spiritual insight 
and a sense of proportion. Reading and expression 
at the same time can develop his power to use all 
available sources of infor.mation, to think criti-
cally, and to express himself with clarity and 
precision." 
!/Frederick B. Davie, "Research in Reading in High School 
and College, 11 Review .2!, Educational_Hesearch (April, 1952), 
22:?6-83. 
y.r.N. Hook, The Teaohing_o:f_High_School_English, The Ronald 
Press Company, New York, 1950. 
2/Ibid., P• 85. 
1/!E,·OUtline of Desirable .. OUtcomes,_2J2• cit. 
Q/The English Language_Arts, op. cit. 
§/Ibid., p. 5. 
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' Changing em_Eb.ases in the teaching of li terature .• _:-:-_-Chang-
ing emphases in the teaching o~ literature have evolved 
within the framework of a changing curriculum. No longer 
must the ·student be adapted to _,an inflexible course of 
study; the course of stu~ is being liberally adapted to 
suit itself to t~e pupil •. One milestone in the modernized 
program for the teaching of literature was the National 
council of Teachers of English report, An_EXJ;>erience_Q!!!:-
:- .. !I 
·riculum !!! Englit;!h. . This connnittee reported that, exper-
ience being the best of all schools, the literature 
curriculum should consist of " •••• experiences with and 
through stories, poems, essays, and books of information or 
gj 
discussion...... The group set up a sequence o:f literature 
experiences from the first grade through the graduate school, 
advising teachers of English to select experiences of wide 
variety, and those which would be of present value to the 
pupil. 
Many schools and teachers responded by patterning 
their literature programs along the line.s set down 1;>y_ A!! 
E:JtEerienc!:, _Curriculumln English. .Discussion of. the purpose 
and content o:f literature courses was intensified, examina-
tiona and re-evaluations took place on a large scale, and 
important changes occurred in courses of study and in the 
yw. Wilbur Hat:field, Chairman, An_ Experience Curriculum in 
~nglish, A Report of a Commission o:f the National Council o:f 
Teachers of E_nglish, Appleton.-Century-Cro:fts, Inc., New York, 
1935. 
y'~., p. 1?. 
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''.1' 
English classroom. . .v In 1940, -Roy o. Billett wrote: 
"' 
'· 
. ~ .· 
11No one can thoughtfully examine the extensive 
literature dealing with the teaching of secondary-
school reading and escape the conviction that tea-
chers are at last free to use reading as it should 
be used in the secondary school, as a means of 
promoting the educative growth of individual pupils 
along desirable lineae" 
The following year the National Council of Teachers 
of English published its report on individual differences. 
y 
Here it was sugg_ested that literature include more than the 
traditional lists of British and American authors, by uti-
lizing books from many countries " •••• that can be unified 
into a course on interpreters of countries and cultures ••• 
for young, inquiring minds as material that answers their 
. 21 
individual, contemporary questions." Study by chranology 
: !I 
~as criticized: 
"We can personalize our work by throwing over-
board the usual methods of teaching literature with 
emphasis upon chronology as such ••••. Catch the 
interest, hold the interest, direct the interest by 
the use -of a single theme.... The selection of a 
theme can be based upon some principle that is sig-
nificant today and has been sigr:tificant throughout 
the ages." 
Through such adjustment to meet these individual 
!/Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals . .2f..Secondar~ . .School_Teaching, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, 1940, p. 190. 
y'Nellie Appy, Chairman, Pu:pils.d.Are _Peopl~, A Report of the 
Committee on Individual Differences, National Council of 
Teachers of English, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New 
York, 1941.~ · 
Yibid., p. 134. 
!/Ibid., pp. 134-135. 
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differences, emphasis in literature has changed: 
y 
ttThe present concern of teachers for 'pupils as 
people' makes the student the hub of the literature 
program,- rather than the literature itself. Hence, 
it is the content of literature--its ideas and ideals, 
its moods and emotions. its values and purposes--that 
is more important than its literary form.u 
. y 
By 1949, Dwight L. Burton noted many changes in the 
teaching techniques in literature: the accent was more on 
organization by content. by themes or experiences, rather 
than chronological organization; more variety was allowed 
in free reading; literature was be~g enriched by the 
addition of new materials an'd correlation with other sub-
jects in the curriculum; teachers were reflecting the 
growing interest in broader purposes for the teaching of 
literature--for example, using reading to assist the pupil 
in social ~d personal adjustment; and greater surveys of 
the reading interest and preferences of pupils were being 
made and u~ilized. 
Robert c. Pooley 
y 
was able to make the following 
significant summary, based on the trends in the teaching 
YBernice E. Leary, tt.Meeting Specific Reading Problems in the 
Content Fields, 11 The Forty-Seventh _Yearbook. of-~ National 
Societ;r .. for the Studt._of Educati.£!!, Part II, Reading in the 
High School and College, William s. Gray,. Chairman, Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1948, p. 141. 
g/Dwigh.:t. L. Burton, "Research in the Teaching of Literature," 
Revill £!:.Educational. Research (April, 1949), 19:125-134. 
\ 
~ober;:tr c. Pooley, 11English--Li terature, 11 EncycloJ2edia of 
Educational_Research, Walter s. ·.Monroe, Editor, The Macmil.J..an 
Company, New York, 1950, pp. 396-402. 
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of literature .for the two decades prior to 1950: !I 
liLf terature in the curriculum is making· progress 
toward: a} wider and more extensive readin~; 
b)selections more suitable to students' needs and 
interests; c) literature as contributing to the whole 
school experience of the student, rather than merely 
part of a narrow English course. 
Tendency in specific aims and objectives seems 
to show these characteristics: a) a reduction of 
the emphasis upon literature for its own sake as 
literature and an increasing emphasis upon literature 
for its effect upon the reader; b) a recognition of 
literature as reflecting the developing culture of 
the Western world, particularly the United States; 
c) an increasing recognition of the social values in 
literature toward the development of tolerance and 
good will, toward the diverse elements of America, 
and toward the peoples of the world." 
Folklore in America.--Folklore has been defined as:g/ 
" •••• the traditional expressions of unsophisti-
cated groups of people, expressions that are oral or 
informal in transmission, that are of unknown or 
forgotten origin, that are the personal property of 
no one and that have been subject to modification 
while being COIIIl11unicated. 11 
Its appearance in America was not co-incident with the 
21 European immigrant: 
19 
"Before explorer·s from other countries stepped on 
the shores of the continent of North America, there 
existed here a folk literature. Like the myths and 
legends of Asia and Europe, the American Indian folk 
tales were an expression of faith as well as a liter-
ature. Many of them tellof the spirits the Indians 
worshipped--the sun, the moon, the rain, the fertile 
earth. 11 ' • · 
YRobert c. Pooley, op. cit., p. 398 •. 
g/Levette J. Davidson, op. cit., p. 2. 
2./Mary Gould Davis, "American Folk Tales," The Horn .. Book 
Magazine (February, 1952), 28:55-62. 
. ,, 
The Thunderbird, the Plumed Serpent, tribal ceremonials 
reflecting the cycle of seasons, dances and songs to the Sun 
God, the Great Spirit Man~to~7-all these were expressive of 
a rich, indigenous lore • .'~he Gods, the hunt, nature, war, 
!I 
and love figured prominently' in tradition: 
"Oh, long, long 
The .snow has possessed the mountains. 
The deer have oome down and the big-horn, 
They have followed the sun to the south 
To feed on the mesquite pods and the bunch grass. 
Loud are the thunder drums 
In the tents of the mountains. 
Oh, long, long 
Have we eaten ohia seeds 
And dried deer's flesh of the summer killing. 
We are wearied of our huts 
And the smoky smell of our garments. 
We are sick with desire of the sun 
And the grass on the mountains." 
The settlers of the new oontinent,brought with them 
the cultural equipment of various lands and many generations. 
Out of the old ways, the cherished patterns of life,. that 
which we term folklore was one element transplanted effort-
lessly and unconsciously. For, although the necessities of 
the New World for a time abolished literary leisure, that 
body of folkways which by definition was inherent in the 
people remained a part of their substance. 
The "Miller's Three Sons" and "Mary of the Wild Moor" 
remained intact in New England. "Rip Van .winkle" transferred 
j}Mary Austin, Translator, "The Grass on the Mountains," 
An Antho~ of World Poetr;r, Mark Van Doren, Editor, Regnal 
and Hitchcock, New York, 1928, p. 1303. 
20 
a Netherlands legend to a Hudson locale. Spanish love songs 
like 11El AbandonadG 11 were stmg by the Spanish-American 
vaquero,_ .the first cowboy" of the southwest. 
. . 
Customs, of course reflect in a very intrinsic way 
the environment of a people. Inevitably the old ways were 
altered ~n adjustment to the impact of the n~w geographic 
and social setting. Nationalities interchanged lore, cul-
tures fused, the soil itself helped mold a new character. 
Stephen Vincent Benet wrote of. the American Muse: !I 
11 They tried to fit you with an English song 
And clip your speech into the English tale. 
But, even from the first, the words went wrong, 
The·catbird pecked away the nightingale. 
The homesick men begot high-cheekboned things 
Whose wit was whittled with a different sound. 
And Thames and all the rivers of the kings 
Ran into Mississippi and were drowned. 11 
The English Yorkshireman very ·early became the American 
Yankee, equally shrewd in character, and distinctly native. 
.Jonathan, n •••• the simple, awkward rustic /jDady his bow g/ 
in 'Yankee Doodle,' ••• a song of uncertain origin and author-
ship, half British satire and-half American self-burlesque." 
The French Canadian Bonjean stepped across the border to 
invent logging. He started to call to his blue ox: 11Hola, 
. '§) 
Bebe • ., But the words came out, "Hey, Babe!'' The ballad 
ystephen Vincent Benet, ~Brown' a_ Bodz, Doubleday, Doran 
and Company, Garden City, New York, 1929, p. 4. 
gi:B.A .. Botkin, Editor, A Treasu~_of_~_Englaf!<! Folklore, 
Crown Publishers, New York, 1§47, p. 3. 
~Anne Malcolmson, Yankee Doodle's Cousins, Houghton Mifflin 
Company, Boston, 1941, p. 239. 
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ttca:pe Ann" began to reflect the local Massachusetts setting. 
Negro spirituals were born of' the conditions peculiar to the 
people and to the South. Johnnie Randal lost his Scottish 
nobleman ancestry, and became "• ••• no longer in LAroeric8.!9' 
minds a richly dressed young lord but just a lanky mountain y 
boy whom they migp.t meet on the way to town.n The lore 
.> 
of the Southwestern vaquero.merged with his distinctive 
setting and occupation. Even the devil, whom Cotton Mather 
admitted was also an immigrant, began to assume Yankee char-
acteristics. Re had to, in self defense; and yet then he 
was not always a match for such keen bargainers as Daniel 
Webster and Jonathan Moulton. 
Under these conditions much transplanted lore became 
American bl metamorphosis. Later, original types--the 
cowboy for example-*emerged as outgrowths of the frontier: 
"By the time the frontier moved westward the 
imagery of Palestine and analogies from the Old 
World were largely supplanted by lore engendered 
by the new circumstances across the mountains. 
An ever-present shaping influence upon the 
American myth has been the frontier. Out of its 
conditions has grown a unique set of folkways and, 
in turn, of folklore." 
Older Eastern communities continued to enrich folk 
traditions as the roots of succeeding generations worked 
deeper into native earth. The West, expanding laterally, 
1/Carl Carmer, op. ci~., p. 20?. 
g/ 
g/Ernest E. Leisy, "Folklore in American Prose, 11 The Saturdq 
Reviewof Literature>(July 21, 1951), :pp. 6, ?, 3~ 
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·~ 
was forever in youthful, rustic revolt against the growing 
stratification and urbanization of the eastern seaboa~d. Ita 
- "!/ 
lore reflects this attitude, often burle"squing 11 •••• a,, 
notion about the frontier·which the frontiersman found 
. . . 
highly amusing." The West~rrter ., .. ~ntertained himself at his 
own expense, at the expense of the greenhorn, or with an 
o:pen self-:parody for the .benefit of an anticipating and 
credulous East. The West's characteristic tall tale grew 
from these :psychological reasons, as well ae from ,:the super-
human demands of th~ frontier. Admiration arose for those 
figures, real or created~ who exhibited extraordinary 
physical :prowess. That such persons live and be embellished 
upon--Davy Crockett and Johnny Appleseed--or be created 
. y 
whole--Pecos Bill and Paul Bunyan--was imperative: 
"The frontier required that men be resourceful. 
They .must have strength and they must possess cunning. 
Inevitably our mythology glorified the man who could 
achieve, the man, if you please, who could do the 
impoasible. 11 
More recently, American folklore has shown the nation 
in ita industrial expansion. Joe Magarac worked steel in 
Pittsburg; John Henry laid railroad track, driving spikes 
with his nine-pound hammer; Casey .Jones held the locomotive 
throttle even in death; and Kemp Morgan flung up sky-scraping 
derricks in the oilfields of the Southwest, bringing in 
gushers so magnif~cent that the angels in Heaven registered 
!fMody c. Boatright, £E• ci~., p. 2. 
g(Ernest E~ Leisy, OE• cit., Pa 6. 
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complaints about the slippery floors~ 
Folklore in American literature.--Folk materials have 
always maintained a strong influence on the creative arts 
of most countries. Their significance as fundamental cul-
tural expressions establishes them as precursors of the 
·y 
more sophisticated artistic forms: ~ 
"Any art if it is to have life must be able to 
trace its origin to a fundamental human need ••• it has 
been said that if we did not know by experience of the 
existence of folk songs we should have to presuppose 
it theoretically to account for the art of music." 
In America., folklore has influenced literature from 
g/ 
the beginning: 
IIQolonial writings ••• are full of the fabulous and 
the marvelous, based at times on medieval bestiaries. 
~ohn ~osselyn, for example, soaked up folktales like 
a sponge, stories of a monstrous sea serpent, of st. 
Elmo's fire, and of an enchanted isle. Some pioneers 
:found congenial soil for Old World folk beliefs in the 
mysteries of the wilderness; others, in the extravagant 
myths of the aborigines. Captive experiences and · 
witchcraft rumors went the rounds, fantasy operative 
in each retelling." 
Novelists Charles Brockden Brown and ~ames Fenimore 
Cooper exploited tales and fantasies about the Indian. 
Nathaniel Hawthorne delved into New England witchcraft. 
The works of Herman Melville abound with the lore of the 
American sailor. Mark Twain drew extensively upon the 
~ssissippi and the frontier. Midwestern and Southwestern 
lore figure in the books of Willa Cather. Currently, 
1/Ralph V. Williams, op. cit., p. 447. 
g(Ernest E. Leisy, op. ci~., p. 6. 
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,. r: , 
folklore is being used by such novelists as .John Steinbeck, 
William Faulkner, and A.B. Guthrie; and, with remarkable 
artistic quality, in the folk-epic novels of' Elizabeth 
Mad ox Roberts. · 
A significant array of American poets has shown interest 
in folk materials. The poets of' New England were theini-
tiators. More recent works by Stephen Vincent and William 
Rose Benet, by Hart Crane, by Robert Frost, and by Langston 
Hughes have continued the trend • 
.Jonathan, the Yankee stage comic, appeared in the first 
.v American comedy,. The Contrast,, by Royall TYl.;er. To some 
. -
extent, folklore figured in the drama of the two ensuing 
•. 
centuries. But it is the twentieth century_ that has wit-
nessed such a dramatic harvest of' native lore, and it is 
y 
11 
•••• the theatre of today Lthag has felt its influence.n · 
. 'if 
Barret H. Clark states: 
unuring the 1920's a growing interest in the 
American scene, its physical shape and moods, its 
people and its dialects. its beliefs and dreams, is 
shovm in the relatively large number of playwrights 
who tried to carry over certain aspects of it to the_ 
stage. • ••• occasionally some playwright was able to 
transmute his material into works that caught the 
popular imagination. In Abraham•s Bosom did pre-
cisely that, and so did Green .. ~.-~the Lilacs_, _Porg:r; 
~ m~ Pastures, -~nd The ... Emperor __ .Tones. Dan 
1/B.A. Botkin, op. cit., p. 3. 
_gjMary Gould Davis, op. cit., p. -59. 
~arret H. Clark 1 "The United States,'' A History .. _.£!_ Modern 
Drama, Barret H. Clark and George Freedley, Editors, D. · 
Appleton-Century Company, Inc., New York, 194?, pp. ?12-?13. 
_,· ..• 
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Totheroh's Wild Birds ••• is another such work. Hatcher 
Hughes ••• was abie himself to write one of the most 
popular and distinguished folk plays of its time in 
Hell Bent_fe!:__Heaven., •• L~lu Vollmer, in Sun-Up •• _.also 
proved that it was possible to write competently for 
:Broadway and at the same time keep something of the 
sincerity and charm of the primitive folk who are the 
basis and reason for being of such plays." 
. !I 
Dark of the Moon- is another folk drama of outstand-
-·-··-·-
ing artistic merit~ 
Notable work in the folk vein has been accomplished in 
various literary areas by such artists as Washington Irving, 
Joel Chandler Harris, Mary Austin, Oliver LaFarge, Tom Lea, 
.r. Frank Dobie, and Conrad Richter. 
Growing secondary-school interest in folklore.--Interest 
in the use of folklore for secondary-school English classes 
is largely an outgrowth of the last two decades. Only dur-
ing the twentieth century has systematic collection and 
preservation of American folklore taken place. Books for 
adult reading have become increasingly available. But only 
in the past twenty years have books of folk literature been 
compiled and edited for the children and young people of 
. " 
the country. .. •••• until very recent years the number of 
books of American folklore written for children has been 
too limited in quantity to constitute a body of literature y 
to teach as such." 
1/Howard Richardson and William Berney, Dark of the Moon, 
~ of the ~'- .r.c. Trewin, Editor, PaUr .Eiek, New-
York, 1949, pp. 21-109. 
g/Elsa R. Berner and Julia Eriksen, "American Folklore: 
Good Reading in Lake Junior High School," ClearingdHouse, (October, 1948), 23:97-101. · 
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During this.time appreciation of the worthwhileness of 
folk materials for educational purposes has likewise grown: 1.1 
"We have not thought of Pecos Bill, John Henry, 
and Paul Bunyan as the American counterparts of Hector, 
Ulysses, and Robin Hood. 
They did not carry'swords and shields or bows 
and arrows, travel in triremes or dress in suits of 
armor or Lincoln green. They rode horseback or 
stepped right out o:f the .American ·scene dressed in 
chaps and Levis, carrying a lariat, a steel ha.nnner, 
or a peavy. They are too near us and too much a 
part of us to be recognized as 'Literatur~.' But 
the very reasons that have-~ep-t us from recognizing 
them as literature for Alrierica.n children-make them 
particularly well adapted. to that use. •• 
. I . . 
Folklore has sufficient variety for every mood; satis-
fies the needs of youngsters for security, achievement, 
y 
and love; and is constructive in its moral lessons. One y 
author found that its desirable uses extended from sheer 
entertainment to the creation of inter-racial harmony. y 
J.N. Hook suggested the use o~ folklore in approaches to 
fiction and drama, stating that tall tales arouse keen 
interest in students. 
Lavette J. Davidson writes: 
y· 
"Folklore in the United ·states may be studied 
J]Elsa R. Berner, op. ci ~·, p. 9?. 
g(Mary Hill Arbuthnot, op. cit., pp. 232-233. 
2/Ibid., pp. 234-239. 
i/J .N. Hook, o:g. ci tq p. 1 ?1. 
§/Levette J. Davidson, OE• cit., p. 9. 
2'7 
profitably by means of other classi.:f'ications than 
regional or linguistic differences.· Groups may be 
based u:pon rural or urban localities, age levels, 
vocations, or social strata. Although folklore is 
o:f'ten collected and published according to types, 
its place in social life becomes clearer if all of 
the folklore of a certain group is assembled and 
then COUli>ared to that of other groups. •• 
.. !/ 
The study of folklore, according to Davidson II • • •h iS . 
not merely an analysis of quaint survivals from the past, 
··n 
but a democratic method for using whatever of human interest 
may be found in the diverse cultures that exist in our land 
today. •• 
In reference to a list of poems selected for the early y 
stages of teaching poetry, another author wrote: " •••• You 
will notice that the poems chosen are all modern, except for 
the anonymous ballads. tl 
Putting to work the creative inspiration of ballads is 
discussed in the following paragraph: 21 
''Once children catch the idea that ballads are 
still remembered and treasured, they may turn col-
lectors and discover some ballads in their own fami-
lies or communities. Once they realize that ballads 
are still being made not merely by professional poets 
imitating old forms but by isolated peoples cele-
brating events that seem to them tragic or comic or 
dramatic, then the children, too, may wish to try 
group composition of a ballad. It is more fun and 
less difficult than it sounds. Certainly newspapers 
1/Le'vette J. Davidson, op. c~~·, p .. 101. 
g/Vivian de Sola Pinta, Editor, The T~achin~_of English in 
Schools, Macmillan and Company, Ltd., London, 1948, p. 16. 
~Mary Rill Arbuthnot, op. cit., p. 66. 
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supply stories of \lnsung heroe·s that are the very 
stuff of Which these story-poems have-always been 
made. The radio makes const·ant use of such e~isodes 
for sketches and dramas." 
11 
Robert E. Gard wrote of a successful drama plan 
based on folklore. "When Lthe Wisconsin Idea Theatey was 
undertaken ••• the general purpose seemed to, be the interpre~ 
,, 
tation thru drama of the outstanding·traditions and themes 
of the state and the region. 11 y 
E.W. Blank has studied chemical folklore and its 
relation to the actual science: 
"There is a varied and extensive body of chem-
ical knowledge utilized daily in a practical or 
empirical manner by many people who, in most 
instances, do not know the meaning of the term 
chemistry. These operations frequently utilize 
scientific principles to attain the desired result; 
in many cases their employment has anticipated the 
scientific explanation for the successful outcome 
of the operation. 
The farmer's wife, without any knowledge of 
specific gravity, is frequently to be found floating 
a potato the size of an egg in salt brine that is to 
be used for the curing of ham to determine if it is 
sufficiently concentrated." 
Folklore has been included in resource units on 
~ 
mythology, particularly in a unit "Some Ways in Which Men 
Have Thought Alike," developed according to the stories told 
yRobert E. Gard, "A Drama Plan for Wisconsin," Adult 
Education :Bulletin_(Jhne, 194?), pp. 13?-139. 
gjE. w. :Blank, "The Folklore of Chemistry, 11 School Science 
and Mathematics (June, 1946), 46:493-499. 
~James Carroll Crabtree, Four Units in Mythology for Use 
in English Classes in Grades Ei&ht and Nine, Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1948. 
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-, 
by peoples all over the world. 
. !I 
Likewise, "The West--Old and New,.. included "Goodbye, 
Old Paint," 11Git A~ong, Little Doggies," and "Rome on t4e 
Range," as fine ·eXJiUiiples of poems of the :folksong or ballad 
type which depicted li:fe in the early West and the charm o£ 
that section of' the country. Mark Twain's "Celebrated 
J"umi>ing Frog" was referred to as '1 •• ~.an exami>le of one of 
the most famous of tall tales so !>O!>Ular with cowboys during 
I 
long evenings in the bunk house o~ around the cami>fire out 
y I 
on the range. " \ 
I One of the most significant tecent activities in 
I 
regard to folklore for secondary schools--one which illus-
! 
trates the initial results of thi~ growing interest in the 
I 
. I -field--was the folklore approach to teaching which was out-
1 
of 1949, at B~ll State Teachers College, 
i 
This sunnner cqnference on folklore for 
lined in the summer 
'ij 
Muncie, Indiana.. 
I 
the schools was attended by college I>rofessors, classroom 
teachers from high schools and ele;mentary schools throughout 
1 
the state, and prominent folkloris1ts from all over the 
country. The conference went on record as recommending that 
colleges, particularly teachers colleges, offer methods 
l/Mary Claire Halloran, Three Units in Literature, Unpub-
lished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1950. 
g/Ibid. 
YPaul G. Brewster, 11 The Folklore Approach in School Teach-
ing," School and Societx (February 10, 1951), 73:85-87. 
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courses on how to integrate American folk materials into 
public-school subjects. 
Ball State Teachers College itself. took the important 
initial step by incorporating such a course within its 
curriculum, and by giving the first course of this kind in 
. ' 
the: 1949-1950 schbol term. 
Elizabeth Pilant, Executive Secretary of this national 
conference, spoke eloquently for the use of folklore: dl 
11We are not recommending separate courses in 
folklore in our schools, but rather the integration 
of our folk materials into existing subject fields, 
such as: communications~ social studies, music, 
arts and crafts, physical education. At the college 
level, we do recommend that courses be given in the 
integration of these materials into public school 
courses of study. This is particularly necessary 
in teachers colleges. We have already given on our 
campus apparently the first course of this type. 
We can no longer wait for our students to reach 
college or even graduate school before they are sys-
tematically brought into contact with our folklore, 
if at all •••• 
Folk knowledge, folkways, folk beliefs, right or 
wrong, constitute the beginning of the education of 
all of us •••• 
It will not be enough to familiarize our children 
with the development of their country merely by giving 
them books to read; there must be folk music, folk 
pageantry, folk museums, folk art. Students who get 
little out of the printed page can get much out of 
the creative arts and crafts, things tangible, things 
to be done, things to be made. 
!/Elizabeth Pilant, "Why Use American Folklore in Our 
Schools?" Excerpts and editings of paragraphs from various 
article&, and addresses before the National Council of 
Teachers of English, the Society of Indiana Pioneers, Amer-
ican Folklore Society, and International Midcentury Folklore 
Conference, pp. 3, 4, 5. (Mimeographed.) 
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The literary tradition is not enough 1 although 
there has been a tendency in the schools to identify 
it as the only cultural heritage. The people them-
selves, independently of' any literary or written 
masterpieces, have preserved a vast body of tales, 
songs, beliefs, sayings, and ways of' doing things •••• 
In the study of folklore we can find an antidote 
for a world that has become too.sophisticated and too 
urbanized for it~ ·own good; an antidote for the effete 
estheticism that leads our intelligentsia to exhaust 
itself in striving after inversions in art and liter-
ature so esoteric that people ••• have never thought of 
them.... There is a strength in folk literature and 
folk arts, a eimplic·i ty and einceri ty, and a ~jeety 
in anything so elemental that preserves ita freahneea 
and vigor. The close tie with life itself, forever 
springing up anew, protects the product against loss 
of meaning or fruitless abstraction. •• 
Folklore in the curriculum.--Forty years ago, George 
·v . .. . . 
P. Krapp wrote that "••••the study of folklore is of 
educational eign~ficance mainly in connection with the 
elementary echool. 11 This statement, no truer then than it 
is now, is currently being refuted by the growing utiliza-
tion of folklore for junior and senior high schools--not to 
mention the work which colleges and universities have been 
doing. 
g/ 
.An Experience Curriculum in_English was cognizant 
of ita value for the upper grades: 
"'Giving Fancy Rein' 
Primary Objective: To enjoy humorous fantasy in 
which exaggeration is a principal element. 
!/George P. Krapp, "Folklore," !:_ Cyclopedia of _Education, 
The Macmillan Company, New York, 1911, Volume 2, p. 629. 
g/W. Wilbur Hatfield, op. cit., p. 60. 
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Enabling Objective: To enter into the jocular 
mood. To realize the ridiculousness of the events 
and yet to 1 suspend disbelief.',. 
Typical Materials: P~~l Bunyan (stevens, 
She:phar~ or BoWman); Rootabaga Stories (Sandburg); 
Tall Stories'of the Southwest." 
And undler· "Enjoying Fantasies"· were' listed three 
' 
stories by Washington Irving: "The Devil and Tom Walker," 
"Rip Van Winkle, 11 and "Legend of Sleepy Hollow. " 
!I 
Hampton Schools, in a curriculum outline which was 
based on .An Experience _Curriculum_in English, listed as a 
literature objective for grades seven through nine n •••• to 
enjoy humorous fantasy in which exaggeration is a :principal g; 
element." Materials on Paul Bunyan, and stories of Mark 
Twain and Washington Irving were employed. Listening to 
ballad records was one of the activities. Then, in refer-
ence to units on "The American Scene," the same schools 
:planned to review the development of America in terms of 
folk literature: Negro spirituals, Indian songs, cowboy 
songs, and work songs. 
Folklore appears, in more· and more elaborate detail, 
in the recent courses of study outlined by various· other 
v 
schools. Pittsburg included folklore in the term :plan, 
1/Hampton Schools, An English Curriculum. for. the Hampton 
Schools, Allison Park, Pennsylvania, October to April, 
1948-1949. 
y'Ibid., p. 113. 
VPittsburg, Pennsylvania, Public Schools, Tentative Plan 
for Special Education in the 3unior ~tgh School, Division 
of Curriculum Development-and Researc , Tlie Board of Public 
Education, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, November, 1951, unpaged. 
:· . ·. : ·- .:~ ~~-' :-. •. :·· .. 
-~· . 
... .. . ~ -~~,;~ 
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"Building Our Lives in Pennsylvania." The J"une :problem was 
"How may we enjoy living in Pennsylvania?" Activities of' 
·Y 
the English class included the following: 
"How will the legends of' .. Pennsylvania help us 
appreciate our state? 
A. By learning about 
1. Pioneers 
2 .. Early customs 
3. Early ways of' earning a living 
4. Having f'un in yesteryears 
B. By comparing today with the :past" 
Reading activities included summaries of legends, and 
f'olk songs; ·in :particular, G.G. Korson's Pennsylvania songs 
and Legends. Related reading included historical fiction 
and :poems. Oral English activities centered around relating 
legends of Pennsylvania and having choral speaking of :poems. 
The movie, 11Flatboa tmen of the Frontier, 11 was scheduled. y 
Chicago listed as one outcome of the unit on "Stories 
in Verse," "Appreciation of the ballad as an outgrowth of' 
the choral dance of :primitive people." Activities for the 
unit included investigating origins and history of the 
ballad way of telling a story; listening to ballads; 
setting u:p a classified card-file record of ballads for 
the class library; and investigating folk songs and famous 
characters celebrated in folk song. 
!/Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Public Schools, op. cit. 
g/Chicago, Illinois, Public High Schools, Course ofStudy. in 
English forChicago Public High. Schools, Grade Nine, Second 
Semester, Chicago Board of Education, 1950. 
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!I Dade County Schools recently organized an eighth-
grade unit, "Telling Tall Tales," in an attempt to develop 
the student's natural ability to enlarge upon everyday events 
and develop skill in ~srng this ability effectively; and to 
furnish praoti.ce in distinguishing fact from fancy. 
An especially fine use of folk·materials was outlined 
·g; 
by Denver, Colorado.. For the project "Understanding and 
Appreciating the .American Heritage, 11 the following suggea-
V 
tiona were made: 
"Reasons for using folk selections in 'Under-
standing and Appreciating the American Heritage.' 
1. Legends, folkltales and folk songs can make 
a unique contribution.· 
2 .. They are distinctly .American,, 
3. They reveal the American setting. 
4. They have grown with the country and repre-
sent the diversity and color of American life. 
A. What are the specific contributions which 
folk materials can make to an understanding of the 
American heritage? 
1. Revelation of History: They help to reveal 
and enliven the events ·Of American history. They 
reveal in their hu¢anity, their detail, their reflec-
tion of what ordinary people laughed at, lamented, 
dreamed, and feared, the American people through 
history. 
2. Interpretation of American Characteristics: 
They illustrate a keen sense of the ridiculous and. 
the love of a hearty laugh; a kind of wry humor that 
!/Dade County Schools, Miami, Florida, Languag~q~ Cur-
riculum Guide, Grades Seven through Twelve ( CurrJ.oulum 
Bulfetin No. 6), Dade County Schools, Miami, Florida, August, 
1951. 
g/Denver, Colorado, Public Schools, Literature_Guide_for.Use 
in the .Junior High School,_ .Denver Public Schools, Denver, 
Colorado, 1951. 
yroid. 
.., .• 
-- :__- _....-..._ 
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sees comedy in adversity; a desire to see the under-
dog win; an admiration for the romantic, roistering 
villain; a love of freedom and a desire for elbow-
room; pleasure in home life and a longing for land 
of one's own; and a belief in and admiration for the 
bigness and superiority of American life. 
3. Appreciation of the American Worker: The 
songs and stories of America's workers are a rich 
segment of folklore. They provide a running com-
mentary on the development of many important American 
occupations and industries. By reading them, pupils 
get a feeling for the down-to-earth, vigorous, hard-
driving men who have built America. 
4. Understanding of Diversity in American Life: 
Folk materials give evidence of the diversity by 
division into Regional groups (East, South, South-
west, Northwest); Geographic divisions· (hills, moun-
tains, rivers, city, and country life); and Immi-
grant groupe. · 
6. Appreciation of Kinship with Older Countries: 
Folk derivatives from England and Africa help create 
the understanding that the American heritage has its 
roots in a past that goes back into the mists of history. 
6. Provision of Simple Pleasure: Folk materials 
provide simple enjoyment. Pupils like the simple, 
catchy, rhythms and the dramatic nature of the songs 
and ballads. They enjoy the fun and excitement of 
the stories." 
These courses of study, as well as those of other 
schools, indicate the recent attention given to folklore in 
!I 
the curriculum. 
!/Amarillo, Texas, Public Schools, ! Tentative Course of 
Stu~ (Curriculum Bulletin LS-850), Amarillo Public Schools, 
Amarillo, Texas, 1950. . 
Mesa, Arizona, Public Schools, High School ~anguageArts 
~rogram, Mesa Public Schools, Mesa, Arizona, July, 1948. 
Omaha, Nebraska, Public Schools, A Tentative Outline for 
English, Grades Nine through Twelve-(Curriculum Bulletin No. 
5), Omaha Public Schools, Omaha, Nebraska, September, 1950. 
Orange, Texas, Public Schools, Adventures Old and New, A 
Communication Program for Grade Nine (Curriculum Bulletin 
No. 719), Orange Public Schools, Orange, Texas, 1948. 
Seattle, Washington, Public Schools, A Unit Plan in the Lan-
guage Arts, Seattle Public Schools, Seattle, Washington;-i951. 
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Folklore in the classroom~--Folklore is making headway 
in the classroom even though " •••• folk materials for the 
!I 
upper grades are still scanty. 11 Profe1·;3s.or Phil D. J"ordan, 
Department of History, University of Minne~ota, has a series 
of sixty tape recordings entitled "Folklore Makes History," 
g/ 
whieh are distributed to the schools of Minnesota. Eall 
State Teachers College, previously cited, has made available 
for teachers a free bibliography on the use of American y 
folklo.re in schools, as well as other materials. Recent 
textbooks and professional books on methods of teaching 
more often refer ,~o f,olklore. 
Eut, in addition to exploiting ready sources, teachers 
can and are creating projects of their own. Conducti~ 
-· !I ~eriences in_ English . reports the use of folk material 
in a tenth-grade "Adventure in World Friendship," dealing 
with such questions as: what kind of community do we live 
in, what is our background, and what kind of a community do y 
we wish ours to be? The same text describes a folk-tale 
unit: 
I/Paul G. Brewster, op. ci~., p. 86. 
g/Phil D. Jordan, ttFolklore, Handmaiden to History, 11 The 
Social Studies (December, 1950), 41:369-370. 
yrbid., p .. 3?o. 
YAngela M. Broening, Chairman, Conducting__Ee;periences in 
English,. A Report of a Committee of the National Council of 
Teachers of English, Appleton-Century-Crofts, New York, 1939. 
Q/Ibid., pp. 31-32. 
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11No :formal study of literary values was made, 
but some gain was m8,de in discrimination through 
the inevitable comparing of. tale with .tale. The 
sensitivity that preserved the narrator's original 
language not only re-created vividly folk litera-
ture, but also functioned in the student's use of 
language to communic~te his own real experience. 
The community ·was besieged for tales. Result-
ing student stories gave insight into customs, 
tragedies, occupations, the American Wars, immi-
grant tales, a Negro hanging, local bad men, and 
fairy stories." . 
. y 
Reported in Pupils Are People, thirty-two eleventh-
grade students in core curriculum in a Middle-Western class· 
in literature studied their countrymen in a unit, "Who Are 
the .Americans?" Folklore was used in reference to the 
pioneers and settlement, the American wars, and individual 
ancestry. 
An original ballad, based on the story of 11Rip Van 
Winkle," was written by one junior-high-school class. 
y 
The teacher's aims were: {1) to arouse interest in and 
appreciation of an author's effor·ts in writing verse; and 
(2) to teach pupils how to give expression to their thoughts 
in ballad form. After an adequate study of ballads, pupils 
practiced original rhyming words for last lines, and quoted 
original lines. Following a ske-leton outline of the story, 
four stanzas of a ballad were written in class. Each 
individual completed the ballad outside of the classroom. 
yNellie Appy, op. cit., p. 193. 
g/Sister Ann Marie, "Writing Original J3allads iri .Junior 
High Schoolt 11 The Catholic _School .Tournai. ( O~tober, 1950), 
PP• 263-264. 
!/. 
Ernest W.·Baughman, stating that " •••• authentic :folk 
speech possesses unusual beauty and :fine rhythm," gave the 
:following reasons :for his work with :folklore in the class-
Y 
room: 
111. The interest value these folk creations possess. 
2. Their value as a source o:f.pupil-teacher good will. 
3. Their value :for encouraging reading; the chances 
af:forded :for oral and written composition. 
4. Their value in developing an appreciation in our 
students :for 1 Our .America .. 1 '' · y 
:Mauree Applegate refers to her "Yarn Spinner 1 sn or 
ttpaul Bunyan Club," with the writing of a tall tale as 
requisite for membership. "Even the teacher cannot belong y 
unless she writes a story .. " These stories are read aloud 
at each meeting, discussed and evaluated by the group. Each 
'yarn spinner' keeps a notebook of his stories. And at the 
end o:f the year, a mimeographed book of the best stories is 
made by the ·group. 
E.! In a unit "Fun with the Ballads 11 one teacher adopted 
the method of class singing, and boys and girls alternated 
in the appropriate dialogue. Each pupil was asked to find 
a ballad of his"own. Each wrote an introduction to the 
!(Ernest W. Baughman, "Folklore to the Fore, •• The English 
Journal (April, 1943), 32:206o207. ----
g/Ibid., p. 206. 
Q/Mauree Applegate,~Helping_Children_Write, International 
Textbook Company, Scranton, Pennsylvania, 1949, pp. 60-61. 
Yibid., p. 6o. 
£/Harold A. Clarke and Mary P. Eaton, Editors, Modern 
Techniques for .Improving_Secondar;y: __ School English,._:¥.oble 
and Noble, Inc., New York, 1945. 
l 
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ballad, explaining where, when, and under what circumstances 
it had been sung. These ballads were then bound into ·a 
book. Later, in a study of the English ballad, each pupil 
wrote a 1 historical nov-el, • .devising his own plot, and using 
as background the customs, superstitions, and folklore of 
the period. 
Frances Bowyer purchased folk-ballad records for 
use in the classroom, 11 ~ .... to learn about ballads from the 
y' 'ij 
source .. " The Ethical Culture School, New York City, 
used 'Little Burnt Face,' 11 •••• the parched desert burned 
!I 
with the sun," as the climax of an Indian unit. Pecos 
Bill was the English center of a "Westward Expansion" unit 
in the Caledonian School in Cleveland. 
y 
One eighth-grade class, in a study of "American Folklore 
§/ 
and Balladry, 11 collected local tales, compiled a book 
entitled Our Folklore, re~d true ballads and literary 
ballads, employed choral reading, wrote original ballads 
using local material, and presented in culmination a radio 
ijFrances Bowyer, "A Ballad Should Be Heard, Not Seen, u 
The English Journal (March, 1948), 37:152-153. 
y~., p. 153. 
~Mary Hill Arbuthnot, op. cit., p. 239. 
!/Ibid., p. 239. 
£/Loc. cit. 
§/Dora V. Smith, Director, The English Language Arts, The 
Commission on the English Curriculum of the National Council 
of Teachers of English, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New 
York, 1952, pp. 120-121. 
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e 
program, "Our Fol~lore Heritage." 
·' 
Pupil growth occurred in sentence control, spelling, 
punctuation, and grammatical usage. Understanding of the 
evolution of usage increased as e~rlier folk speech and 
dialects were encountered. Pupils had practice in the use 
of the voice to stimulate interest and heighten suspense in 
story telling and reading aloud. 11 They learned the use of 
the library and to prepare bibliographies and developed a 
lively and more critical awareness of folklore and balladry 
in radio and television programs as well as in written 
y' 
literature .. " 
Within such a broad unit there was ample opportunity 
11 
•••• to provide for individual differences both with respect 
to needs in Language Arts and with respect to differing 
gj 
interests." 
The Unit method.--Parallel with the evolving concepts 
of curriculum and subject emphasis, has come a significant 
re-evaluation of classroom methods of teaching. To better 
cope with the needs of pupils and to allow for individual 
differences within a democratic classroom framework, the 
y 
Roy 0. Billett unit method has evolved. surveyed and 
summarized the growth of this method of instruction, and 
1/Dora V. Smith, 0:.2• cit., p. 121. 
g/Ibid., Pa 121. 
yRoy o. Billett, OJ2• cit., p. 464. 
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established it as a means of better secondary-school teach-
ing. Two fundamental concepts identify the characteristic 
y' 
unit: 
11 
•••• first, a sequence of recognizable advances 
to be made by the pupils in certain·concepts, skills, 
ideals, attitudes and appreciations; second, a 
sequence of activities by means of which these ele~· 
ments of educat~ve growth are to be achieved.n 
The demonstrable .values, educationally and psycho-
logically, of the uni t;.·method are outlined in the following 
g/ 
series of statements: 
11 ( 1) Teaching inclu.des the selection and organi-
zation of subject matter. (2) Criteria for the selec-
tion and organization of subject matter can be derived 
only from facts and assumptions concerning the nature 
of the individual and concerning the nature of the 
.social order in which he is· to participate. ( 3) When 
subject matter has been well selected and well organ-
ized for classroom presentation, the resulting plan 
will consist of two distinct but complementary se-
quences. (4) The first sequence will be a statement 
of the changes to be sought in the pupils' capacities 
for and hence tendencies toward behavior; and the 
second sequence will be a general plan for the guided 
and directed experiences by means of which the hoped-
for changes may be brought into existence. (5) To 
any recognizable and carefully designated advance to 
be made by the pupils in the first sequence of the 
course, the term unit is applicable, meaning a unit 
.Qf learning,not a topic or some external thing-to-
be-learned, but some defin.ite change in the pupils' 
capacities for and tendencies toward behavior; and 
to the planned experience by means of which the 
teacher hopes the pupil will make a given recogni-
zable and specified advance in the first sequence 
of the course, the term unit assignment is appli-
cable, meaning a unit of guided and directed 
1/Roy 0. Billett., op. cit., p. 464. 
g/Ibid., p. 504. 
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CHAPTER. III 
UNIT: FOLKLOBE .AND THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST 
GENERAL OBJECTIVES 
These objectives ~re bas.ed on the Outline 2.f .Desirable 
Outeomes and J:§.?g>eriences ... in .. the .Language ·gts .which is 
. 1 . 
illustrated in The __ English .. Langua~e ... hts. 
(Mental and Emotional Stability.) 
1. To satisfy through folklore the student's need for varied 
emotional experience through the reading of literature on 
such themes as: 
a. Humor--tall tales, exaggeration of the epic character 
of American legend and lore. 
b. Experience with varied religious 'views, consciousness 
of differing attitudes toward life, varied customs--life 
and attitudes of the cowboy, the Spanish-American, and 
the Indians of the Southwest. 
(.Dynamic and Worthwhile Allegiances through Heightened Moral 
Perception and a Personal Sense of Values.) 
2. To :provide an access to the spiritual experience of the 
race--the spirit of America as seen through the lore of the 
folk, lore that is ~anded down from one generation to the 
next. 
(Growing Personal Interest and Enjoyment~) 
3. To increase the range and :persistence of the student's 
interests and to sharpen his observation and quicken his 
:perception through literature--the use of folklore to 
enliven history, to expand the student's concept of the 
American. scene, and to increase his pleasure in the :poetic. 
!/Dora V. Smith, ~P· c~i., pp. 41-54 • 
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(Social Sensitivity and Effective Participation in the 
Group Life. ) 
4. a) To guide pupils to an intelligent acceptance of 
differences and to recognition of the interdependence of 
cultures within our nation--the use of Southwestern folk-
lore to illustrate the interaction and relationship among 
the three cultur.e.groups: the Indian, the Spanish, and 
the Anglo-American. 
b) To lend perspective upon the social problems of 
today--the problems of the Indian, and the problem of 
group prejudice. 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
(Increasingly Effective Use of Language for Daily Communi-
cation.) ' 
1. To increase skill in making reports, to plan in groups 
and to engage in group discussion--use of individuals, 
committees, and panels to illundnate some facet of South-
western folklore. 
2. To carry on business transactions effectively and cour-
teously--to provide opportunities to write letters to 
various organizations·or the Southwest for'information 
pertinent to the unit; to interview local authorities on 
folklore; to arrange details of programming and invitations 
to the culminating assembly program. 
3. Mastery of underlying processes of observing, selecting 
ideas and details, organizing material, and e:x,pressing one-
self with clarity and interest--to provide specific areas 
of investigation in Southwestern folklore to individual 
students and to groups, and to provide opportunities for 
sharing these experiences through class presentation. 
(Effective Habits of Work} 
4. To develop skill in note .taking, legible handwriting, 
proofreading, spelling, punctuation, capitalization, and 
grammatical usage--the construction of a class book on the 
folklore of the Southwest, in which pupils will emp.loy 
these skills. 
5. To develop skill in all oral work: in the use of the 
voice, in articulation, enunciation, and freedom from 
distracting mannerisms--to provide opportunities for indi-
vidual and group oral work in which the accent will be on 
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the folklore content, and on the preceding skills of pre-
sentation. 
PROBABLE INCIDENTAL AND INDIRECT LEARNING PRODUCTS 
1. Consciousness of differing attitudes toward life, and of 
varied customs resulting from many environments. 
2. Promotion of dynamic and worthwhile allegiances to the 
principles of democracy in the United States. 
3. Increasingthe range and persistence of the student's 
interest in literature. 
4. An attitude of appreciation and understanding which will 
lead to a positive inter-action of individuals of differing 
racial and-cultural groups. 
5. A better concept of the inter-action of the Anglo-Amer-
ican, Spanish-American, and Indian cultures: their mutual 
influences, conflicts, and :problems of social living. 
6. Increased skill in the use of references, and greater 
independence of the teacher in Language Arts mechanics. 
7. A better understanding of the backgrounds of the 
country's music. 
8. An enlarged concept of the contributions of the Southwest, 
and the part it played in the historical, social, and 
esthetic development of the United States. 
9. A geographic knowledge of the Southwestern United States, 
and a better over-all picture of the country. 
STATEMENT OF THill UNIT 
Folklore in the American Southwest reveals the spirit 
of the :people who lived and worked on the land. The Indian 
chanted to the Sun God; the Spanish-American sang his love 
songs and 11 rancheros 11 ; the cowboy whiled away lonely hours 
on the range singing ballads. Each group told its stories: 
tales of Raven, adventures of the vaquero~ and tall tales 
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i 
of the :frontiersmen. Paul Bunyan, Coronado, Manitou, Pecos I 
Bill,! the vaquero, _and Kemp Morg13,n are among the figures 
I 
that 1symbolize the accomplishments as well as the dreams 
I 
and ~spirations of three types of people whose unique 
I 
culttJires have woven a significant pattern into the American 
heri~age. 
I 
DELIMITATIONS OF THE UNIT 
1. F~lklore has been defined by Webster' s __ Dictionary __ as the 
trad~tional beliefs, customs, tales, or sayings of a people. 
' 
I 
2. The first folklore in America was that of the Indian, whoa~ beliefs in nature gods and in Manitou, the Great 
Spirit, were reflected in the lore handed down to successive gene~ationa by oral transmission. 
I 
3. More folklore was brought to America by the settlers 
fromiEurope. 
4. Such lore was transformed into American folklore by the 
impadt of a new social and geographic setting. 
! 
5. The frontier produced a truly indigenous lore in the I forms of the tall tale and the cewboy lore. 
6. Since the West demanded men of great physical pr~:nv:ess, 
stro*g men became legends and even stronger ones were·· ere-" 
a. ted i in the tales of the folk. ~ .. 
j ' 
7. I~ like manner, the frontiersman exagg~rated for the 
effect on greenhorns, and credulous Easterners. ! . . 
8. Fblklo.re is· the basis for subjects, style,· and themes 
of ~ny American writers. 
I 
9. Folklore is a good introduction to the study of the short 
stor;y, the tale, or the epic. 
i (Follf= .Heroes) 
10. Paul Bunyan, the central figure of American fo~~lore, 
followed the frontier in the western expansion of the country. I .. 
11. ~e reservairs for drinking water which Paul dug __ for the 
Big Onion 'River Camp. are today know as the Great Lakes. 
12. Paul :foug~t. ,the upstart Big __ Swede on the Mounta.in Tha.t 
Stood on Its Head. The debris left is now the Dakota Bad 
Lands. 
13. Paul's cooks included Sourdou~ Sam and Hot Biscuit Slim, 
who worked in a ki tche.n and dining room so larg_f?. that the 
table had' to be set by waiters on roller skates. 
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14. Among __ his famous crew was .Jim Liverpool who was knoWn. 
for his ab'ility to leap the Ji!~ssissippi River in three jumps. 
, 
15. The Year o.,f·. the Hard W~nter was so cold that words were 
:frozen in mid~air, and the lumberjacks bumped into them in 
the dark and cut their foreheads. In the spring, the uproar 
of thawing conversations was deafening. 
16. Pecos Bill, central :figure of cowboy lore, was. reared 
by the· coyotes. 
17. On becoming a eowp!)ke he invented branding, the lasso, 
the rodeo, and the roundup. 
18. The wowser, famous for its bad disposition, is a cross 
between a mountain liori and a grizzly bear. 
19. Pecos Bill tamed a renegade crew of cowpunchers by 
riding into their camp on a wowser and swinging a rattle-
snake for a whip. 
20. He once roped a cyclone, rode it out to California, let 
go, and landed with such force that he dug a big hole now 
named Death Valley. 
21. Pecos Bill was engaged to be married to Slue-foot Sue, 
who insisted on riding his wild mustang, Widow-Maker. She 
was thrown, disappeared into the sky, came down, landed on 
her wire bustle, and bounced for a week. 
22. The death of Pecos Bill occurred when he saw a dude 
cowboy from Hollywood. He took one look and died laughing. 
23. Kemp Morgan, the man who discovered oil, was a giant 
worker in the Oklahoma oilfields who could locate oil merely 
by sniffing the ground. 
24. He once brought in a duster--that is, a dry well--but 
circumvented the disgrace by selling_lengths of the well to 
Kansas farmers :for ready-made post-holes. 
--
25. Kemp Morgan brought in the greatest gusher of ail time, 
but had to cap it when the clouds began slipping and sliding 
all over the'sky, and the angels complained that the floor 
of Heaven was being flooded. 
(The Cowboy) 
26. The cowboy came into;.·being to fill a certain occupa-
tional need of the American West. 
27. He participated in the' great cattle drives across the 
W~st, leading the cattle to rail centers to be shipped East. 
28. Since his job on the range often took him away from the 
ranch house for days at a time, the cowboy was often accom-
panied by the chuck wagon, -his mobile kit-chen. 
29. The cowboy wears a costume suited to his job. 
30. Like all professionals, the cowboy developed his own 
particular occupational -11 lingo." 
31. This 11 lingo,n perpetuated in his songs and stories, 
includes such words as: 11 doggi.,e, 11 11 savvy,tt "bed down,u 
"pardner, " and "paint. 11 
32. The cowboy song is an authentic :folk-ballad expression. 
33. The cowboy song grew out of empty and tedious hours of 
riding he-rd on the prairie. 
34. The rhythm of his song expresses the rhythm of the 
saddle. 
35. In his songs, the cowboy sang of the loneliness, tedium, 
and beauty of his life and environment. 
36. Cowboy songs were created :for the campfire and the chuck 
wagon, and for the trail. 
37. Much of the cowboy lore deals with bad men, bad weather, 
and bad places. 
38. Among the bad men were Stackolee, Jesse and Frank James, 
Sam Bass, and Billy the Kid. 
39. Much of the lore about these men dealt with the problems 
and injustices concerning the coming of the railroad. 
40. Oklahoma and Texas were noted for particularly bad 
weather. 
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41. Tombstone, Dodge City, Tucson, and Dallas were ainong the 
famous and infamous places of Southwestern folklore. 
42. The tall tale was responsible for such literary produc-
tions as Mark Twain's "Celebrated Jumping Frog." 
(The Spanish-American) 
43. The Spanish-Americans were the first pioneers of America. 
'· . ,.. t 
44. These people, whose origins were in Spain and Mexico, 
settled the Rio Grande River Valley, bringing with them the 
lore of the older c;ountries. 
45~ The horses that the Spaniards introduced into the South-
west sired the wild mustang--an animal now celebrated in 
legend. 
46. Coronado, along with other explorers, searched the 
Southwest for gold and silver, looking for the legendary 
Seven Cities of Cibola. 
47. Santa Fe became the first capitol in what is now the 
United States. 
48. The Santa Fe Trail was the route of traders and pioneers 
between Mexico City and the city of Santa Fe. 
49. The trail led through 11El Paso del Norte, 11 The Pass to 
the North, which is now El Paso, Texas, and followed closely 
the Rio Grande River. 
50. The Spanish-Americans built homes of adobe--bricks of 
dried mud, sometimes containing straw. The roofs were 
supported by great logs or vegaswhich protruded from the 
fronts of the buildings. 
51. The adobe style of architecture is still the predominant 
style of the Southwest. 
52. Missionaries from Spain and Italy built many missions 
for the Spanish-Americans and the Indians. Two of the most 
famous are in New Mexico, at Taos and Acoma. 
53. The first American cowboy was the vaquero, the Spanish-
American who later taught much of the trade to his pioneer 
brother from the East. 
54. Much of the folklore and art of the Spanish-American is 
connected with the missions, which.were built and decorated 
by hand. 
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55. The santos, small figures of saints carved in wood~are 
examples of priillitive sculpture. 
56. A famous story of the missicm at Santa Fe, New Mexico, 
is told in Willa Cather's Death Comes _for _the.¥_£hbishoE_. 
57. The Spanish-American brought with him the bullfight, 
and the great tradition connected with it. 
58 •. The bullfight is a combination of ballet and drama; a 
highly developed form of art; a tragedy in which the torero 
(bullfighter) is intended to live and the bull to die. 
59. The bullfight is not a sport, nor is it an animal 
butchery. These are misconceptions of foreigners. 
60. Ernest. Hemingway, Tom Lea, and Blasco Ibanez have written 
important books about the bullfight. 
61. The fighting bull, especially bred for the ring,_ is the 
bravest animal in the world. Re has vanquished the lion 
and tiger in every encounter. 
62. The Spanish-American brought with him the folk dances of 
Spain and Mexico. 
63. The ranchero is the equivalent of the cowboy song. 
64. The love song is the most popular type of folksong of 
the Spanish-American. 
(Indian) 
65. The pueblo (town) Indians live in villages built 
usually of adobe. 
66. The nomad Indians, (those without permanent homes), such 
as the Navahoes, wander about the Southwest, moving to find 
food and water for themselves, their sheep, and their corn. 
a 
67. The origin of the American- Indian is still unknown. 
He possibly came over from Asia on a then-existing land 
bridge. 
68. Indian painting_ shows a definite Oriental touch in its 
delicate brush strokes. 
69. The lore of the Indian celebrates the gods, _nature, the 
hunt, love; and war •. 
70., The religion of the Indian, basic to his folklore, is 
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is closely associated with his agricultural life and his 
natural environment. 
71. Corn, or maize, the staple of .. the Indian, became a 
significant symbol in his rel~g~on. 
72. The dances, songs, and paintings of the Indian revolve 
around his religio.n·: prayers for rain, fertility, and 
good crops. 
73. The sand paintings are an integral part of the religious 
., ceremonials. 
74. The kiva, a round·, half-buried building of adobe, is 
the Indian church. 
75. Without a written. language, the legends of the Indian, 
including the famous tales of Raven, were transmitted 
orally from one generation to the next. 
76. The Indian has many crafts: blanket weaving, pottery, 
silversmithing, and working with'turquoise jewelry. 
PRE-TEST 
To the pupil: The purpose of this .pre-test is to 
discover how much information you have about the material 
to be covered in the unit. Some of the questions in this 
test will perhaps.be familiar to you, but probably many o:f 
them will not. The score you make on this test will in no 
way affect your mark in this course. The test is designed 
to reveal the extent of your knowledge about the material, 
your strengths and weaknesses, and to point out the·areas 
in which we can most profitably spend our time. 
Circle the correct answer to each question, as in the 
following example: 
1. Folksongs ~e often sung to the accompaniment of: 
a. an organ;~ a guitar; c. a symphony orchestra. 
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A. Folklore 
' t 1\ ., . 
1. Folklore refers to: a. tales and legends of the people; 
b. the writings of one partic~lar author; c. short stories. 
2. Folklore's influence on literature has been: a. insigni-
ficant; b. non-existent; c. great. 
3. Which of the following stories is folklore: a. "The Tiger 
and the Lady"; h. 11Paul Bunyan's Camp on the Big Onion River"; 
c. "The Good Face." 
4. Which of the following books deals ,with folklore: a. Black 
Beaut;y; b. Seventeenth_.Surnmer; .. c. Ta11 Tale America. 
5. Which is NOT folklore: a. Nine .Tales of Raven; b. ~ 
Friend Flicka;. c. ,Paul Bunyan.-- -·· 
6. Which poem is folklore: a. "The Raven; 11 b. "Barbara 
Allen; 11 c. "Bells." 
7. Which po~m is NOT folklore: a. 11Rome on the Ran,ge;" 
b. "The Old Chisholm Trail;" c. ttpsalm of Life." 
8. Which of the following plays has been influenced by folk-
lore: a. "Green Grow the Lilacs; n b. "Junior Miss; 11 c. 11Miss 
Lula Bett." 
9. Which of the following works-has NOT been influenced by 
folklore: a • .John_BroWrJ.' s Bod:l'). b. Huckleberrl. Finn; 
c. Microbe Hunters. 
10. Which movie has folklore in it: a. Red River; b. ~ 
with Father; c. Cheaper_~the Dozen. 
11. Folksongs are written by: a. musical comedy writers; 
b. classical composers; c. persons untrained in the musical 
profession. 
12. A folksong has: a. many authors; b. one author. 
13. Which of the following is a folksong: a. Beethoven's 
S;ymphon~ _No. Q.; b. "The Streets of' Laredo;" c. "Easter 
Parade.n 
14. Which of' these is a folksong: a. "Smiles; tt b. t'On Top 
of Old Smoky;" c. 11 Stardust.tt 
15. Which one of these men is a folksinger: a. Burl Ives; 
b. Bing-Crosby; c • .Johnnie Ray. 
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16. Which one of these is a folksinger: a. nick Haymes; 
b. John Jacob Niles; c. Vic Damone. 
17. Which one of these men is NOT a folksinger: a. Richard 
Uyer-Bennett; b. Frank Sinatra; c. Leadbelly; d. Josh White. 
18. ·Folksongs have influenced which :popular song: a. !'Henry 
Lee; 11 b. "Begin the Beguine;" c. "With a Song in my Heart. 11 
19. Folksongs have NOT influenced which song: 
night, Irene;" b. liMy narling Clementine; 11 c. 
Races; 11 d. "Moonlight Serenade.'' 
a. "Good-
"Cam:ptown 
20. Folklore is important in which musical comedy: a. "Okla-
homa;" b. "On the Town;" c. ''Guys and Dolls.2 11 
21. Folk music has influenced which symphony: &:Dvorak's 
New World_£~hony; b. Brahms' SYil!phon;y: __ No. !; c. William 
Schuman' s Syrnphon;y: __ for_ Strings. 
22. Folk music-is important in which composition: a. After-
!!..Q..£!!_ of .§: Faun; b. The_UnfinishedSymphon:z; c. El Salon 
Mexico. 
B. Below is a list of people, real and legendary, who are 
important figures in folklore. If you know stories about 
the person, place an (x) in the space beside the name. If 
you have heard of the person, place a (y) in the space. 
If you have not heard of the person, place a zero (o) in 
the space. 
Paul Bunyan 
--Pecos Bill 
-Billy the Kid 
--Kit Carson 
---Davy Crockett 
--Cochise 
--Will Rogers 
--Big Foot Wallace 
--Casey Jones 
==:Johnny Inkslinger 
Daniel Boone 
-Fremont 
--Coronado 
-Frank James 
--Raven 
--Geronimo 
--Manitou 
--Mike Fink 
-Kemp Morgan 
Slue-foot Sue 
--Wild Bill Hickok 
--Jesse James 
-Stackolee 
---Stack-o-dollars 
--Captain Bowie 
=Jim Bridger 
Tony Beaver 
--Buffalo Bill 
__ sam Bass 
c. Do the same for the following places: 
Tombstone 
--Painted Desert 
---Santa Fe Trail 
--Dallas 
--El Paso 
_Dodge City 
_Taos 
Acoma 
-Amarillo 
-Seven Cities 
-of Cibola 
Grand Canyon 
---Chisholm Trail 
-Tucson 
---Rio Grande River 
--Valley 
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D. Do the same for the following wor'ds: .An (x) signifies 
you know the meaning of the word. A 'r.:(y>) incidates you have 
heard the word. A zero (o) means you have not.heard the word. 
adobe. 
-pueblo 
--nomad 
-~avvy 
arroya 
-roundup 
--bronc 
-torero 
vaq_uero 
-kiva 
--rodeo 
-lingo 
--tort'iila 
-sombrero 
TI.:tustang 
'bronc buster 
--~-.cliff-dwellers 
---.-oullfight 
-chuck wagon 
-doggie 
--maize 
-santo 
-····· 
E. Circle the correct answer. 
spurs 
-ranchero 
--lasso 
-fiesta 
--chaps 
-pinta 
-matador 
l. The Spanish settled the Southwest: a. before the landing 
of the Pilgrims; b. aftertthe landing of the Pilg:rims. 
2. Which state is NOT in the Southwest: a. Oklahoma; b. New 
Mexico; c. Texas; d. Delaware; e. Arizona. 
3. Coronado explored the southwest in search of: a. gold 
and silver; b. the fountain of youth; c. a place to settle. 
4. The last two states···admi tted to the Union were in the: 
a. Northwest; b. East; c. Southwest; d. South. 
5. They were: a~ Oklahoma and Texas; b. Arizona and New 
Mexico; c. Oregon and Washington; d. Georgia and Alabama. 
6. The United States took this territory in a war with: 
a. Mexico; b. Spain; c. France; d. Great Britain. 
F. Letter 
You are a member of the committee on the Indians of the 
Southwest. It is your job to find out as much as :possible 
about Indian arts and crafts: blanket weaving, jewelry 
work, :painting, and :pottery. In your reading you have come 
across the address of the Museum of Navaho Ceremonial Art, 
Santa Fe, New Mexico. On a separate sheet of paper write a 
letter to the museum--being careful of form, spelling, and 
sentence structure--requesting information on your :particu-
lar topic. When you are :finished 1 your letter should be 
ready to mail. 
G. Library Sources. Complete the following items: 
1. You need the book Pecos :Bill, by ... ·Jani.~s Cloyd Bowman. 
In what two places would you find the.book listed 
in the library card catalogue? ., 
a. b. 
------------~-----------·· . ------------------------
2. The cowboy committee has assigned you to give a report· 
on Billy the Kid. List the library sq?r~es you would use 
to find material on him. 
3. ~QU ·are to bring to class the titles of a number of 
cowboy songs. Where would you look in the card catalogue 
to find books on this subject. 
4. You have the book Cowboy Jamboree_:_ Western Songs __ and. Lore, 
by H.W. Felton. It is your job to find songs and storie_s __ _ 
about the famous desperado Sam Bass. What two parts of the 
· book might tell you the pages which relate to Sam Bass? 
.... 
b. a. _______________________ __ 
KEY , 
A. E. 
1. a 12. a 1. a 
2. c 13. b 2. d 
3. b 14. b 3. a 
4. c 15. a 4. c 
5. b 16. b 5. b 
6. b 17. b 6. a 
7. e 18. a 
8. a 19. d 
9. c 20. a 
10. a 21. a. 
11. c 22. c 
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-PUPIL STUDY GUIDE 
- . ...;. 
1. You will probably be writing letters to the Southwest for 
information about some phase'• of folklore. study your text 
for the proper form of a business letter. 
2. In your reading you will encounter two types of new words. 
Words such as lasso,_ rodeo, __ doggie, and chuck_wagon are 
peculiar to a certain group, in this instance the cowboy. 
In our book of folklore-we will want such words and their 
definitions for the glossary. Then there will be the general 
words--nomad, characteristic, __ deri vati ve, __ lanlQ:--on which you 
may make notes and study in preparation for a vocabulary 
quiz at the conclusion of the unit. 
3. Assume you have elected to serve on the Spanish-American 
Committee, and want to look up material on the vaquero, 
America's first cowboy. The library card catalogue will 
contain information listed both under the general topic 
and under individual authors. Check for books and articles 
under vaquero and under ~Q!boy. Do the same for any other 
topic. 
If you know the title of a book you want, you may check 
to see if the library has the book by looking in the card 
catalogue. Californios, The _Saga_ of_theHard-Riding _Vaqueros, 
by J"oseph J". Mora, would be listed in the card catalogue in 
two places: under Californios, and under Mora. 
. . .. •i --
4. If a book contains some information on your topic, in this 
case vaqueros, but the entire book;is not devoted to the sub-
ject, look in the Index and in the Table of Contents for 
vaquero. For instance, if you _think there may be something 
on Y§queros _in Frances Toor' s Mexican ... Folkways,_ tu.rn to the 
Index and look for vaquero and7or cowboy.__. Look also in the 
Table of Contents to see if a chapter or section of the book 
is devoted to the vaquero. 
5. For articles on the vaquero, refer to the Reader's Guide 
to Periodical Literature, using it as you would the index 
of a book. The librarian ·will assist you. 
6. For either oral or written reports, organize your material 
well. The sources listed in 3, 4, and 5 will help you only 
if you know what you are looking for. Determine that first. 
Then collect the material from the sources. Next, separate 
your material into specific categories. (For instance, keep 
separate notes on the vaquero's_job, on-his language, on the 
songs he sang, and on the stories he told.) Under these 
specific category headings will come your topic sentences 
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arid paragraphs. (See your text on paragraphs.) Whether you 
outline your material for a written discussion ~r an_oral 
discussion, put it together in such a way that it says _, 
exactly what you intend to say in a clear seque1ce of ideas. 
7. For your oral reports remember these things: organize 
your material so that it says what you mean it ,o say, in 
clear sequence; be sure your yoice is loud enou~h to be 
heard by everyone; try to make your voice pleasing; do not 
talk through your nose; pi ·fch your voice so that it is 
neith&r too high nor too low; pronounce your wo~ds clearly; 
do not speak too fast or too slowly; stand in ajrelaxed but 
dignified manner. . 
B. You will be expected to make short summaries of the oral 
discussions given by each pupil. Whether or no, you listen 
constructively is determined by your ability tolorganize a 
short summary that tells the main ideas presentJd by the 
speaker. Practice outlining, taking notes, and listening 
for the main ideas. 
CORE ACTIVITIES 
The unit will develop two central activities One is 
. I • 
to be a book on the folklore of the Southwest, oased on 
these three segments of the population: cowboy,! Ind~an, 
and Spanish-American. The pupils will construcJ this book 
from the folklore they find in books and papers, on ~ecords, 
from their families, and other 
book, the students will gather 
sources. In com~iling:-this 
the material, seJect···i ~- ;y. 
vote, and organize the material. 
. I . . 
Pupils may g1ve the book 
a table of contents, introduction, and glossary and index 
if they so choose. 
An assembly program will .follow the laboraiory phase of 
the unit. This program can utilize all aspects of the unit: 
illustrating the history and distinctive featurEs of the 
three Southwestern cultures in music, art, dress, stories 
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and legends; with discussions of the contributjons of each 
culture to the American scene, and discussions of problems 
in social living. 
• # 
A. Pupil Acti viti ea:: 
1. Each pupil will read in folklore of the Southwest, and 
bring to class material to be winnowed for the ttudent 
book.on folklore. 
2. Each pupil will recommend for library purcha e the best 
books which he finds. His recommendations might be anno-
tated in order that the class as a whole may make by vote 
a final, selected list to be submitted to· the sbhool library 
for consideration. 
3. Individual discussions, orally or in writingr will be 
based on one bo.ok from the list of Related Literature. 
Items 6 and 7 of the Pupil Study Guide will assist the pupil 
in the organization of his discussion. I 
4. The individual annotations which the pupil m~kes of the 
books read might be catalogued to serve as refeFence 
material for later classes in similar units. I 
5. Each pupil will write a sample letter requesting infor-
mation on some phase of Southwestern folklore. !such letters 
might be submitted to a Correspondence Committe~. This 
committee could incorporate the best features o~ the letters 
submitted into the actual letters which are to ~e sent to 
organizations in the Southwest. 
6. Each pupil may select the role he wishes to ~lay in the 
assembly program. 
7. Each pupil may elect to serve on as many committees as 
is feasible. l 
B. Committee Activities: (These activities ass e previous 
pupil planning and committee selection, the foll\owing being 
but a few of the possible choices.) [ 
1. The Cowboy Committee may, among other activit'es, read 
and gather material on the various aspects of thr life and 
lore of the cowboy. This may be done, as the pupils choose, 
by each person working on an individual aspect of cowboy 
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life, or by the entire grou:p working ·on a single aspect at 
a time. 
2. A S:panish-American Committee, working in the same vein 
on the lore and contributions of this culture group. 
3. An Indian Commi tte,e might engage similarly on activities 
related to Southwesterp tribes, their customs and legends, 
their current problems of living. 
4. A :Bo:ok Committee woul9- be in charge of the com:pilation 
of the :pupil book on Southwestern :folklore. This committee 
could, on the basis o:f their own reading :plus the oral and 
written discussions submitted by the other committees; be 
in charge of the voting :for selection of material to b~· 
• included in the book. The structure of the book, its 
introduction, editing, and glossary and index could best 
be left to this committee. 
5. A Map Committee might have~as its job the construction 
o:f a giant map of the Southwest. This map, to be hung in 
the classroom, would illustrate the research and reading 
of the entire class. It would include what the pupils 
consider im:portant in the matter of places, dates, trails, 
grou:p locations, reservations, su:p:posed sites of buried 
treasures, and pictorial drawings. 
6. A Correspondence Committee might well be responsible :for 
letters requesting information and materials from grou:ps, 
organizations, and individuals in the Southwest. This 
committee, drawing u:pon trial letters submitted by indi-
vidual :pupils, might profitably comment on and grade the 
letters submitted, following the :proper form of letters 
and grammatical construction. Likewise, this committee 
might, to publicize the class work, write and submit to 
the school and community news:pa:pers such articles as would 
be :pertinent to the class activities and the projected 
assembly. 
7. All committees could combine to :plan the assembly :pre-
sentation of the unit material, or a separate Assembly 
Commi tte.e might be set u:p to plan, organize, and initiate 
the :program. 
RELATED ACTIVITIES 
A. Pu:pil 
1. The individual or group reading o:f :poetry which is based 
on folklore. 
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2. More extended reading of the epic character in folklore 
and related reading of the lit~rary epic. 
~ 
3. The collection of art post'ers. to e.xhibi t the works of 
the Southwest: subjects of· the,. cowboy,., vaquero, Indian,<:~ 
and pioneer. A bulletin board'exhib.it of works of Charles 
M. Russell, Tom Lea, Peter Hurd, Tahomq~and other Indian 
painters, Mexican work, bullfight posters, and Indian crafts. 
4. Individual composition of ballads. 
5. Individual composition of fictional stories of the South-
west, using folk materials as part of the setting. 
6. The writing of a tall tale. 
7. Collecting examples of todayrs popular songs which are 
folklore derivatiyes. 
B. Committee: (These possible committees and their acti-
vities., as well as the related individual activities, would 
be dependent upon time and the extent of the unit, the size 
of the class, and special interests of the group.) 
1. The Bullfight Comrni ttee, which would be accountable for 
collection of materials on the bullfight: its origins, 
ritual, and purpose. Utilizing the music of the bullfight, 
costuming, the writings of Tom Lea and Ernest Hemingway, 
Ibanez and Garcia Lorca, relevant movies, this committee 
might stage a bullfight for the class and/or for the assembl~ 
2. A Square Dance Committee, working possibly in conjunction 
with a physical education class, could plan and execute a 
square dance, with or without costumes. On the basis of 
cowboy dances, reels, and Mexican dances, this committee 
could acquire a "caller," and teach the dance steps to 
other pupils. 
3. A Folk Play Committee, after reading and discussing the 
various folk plays which they have come across, could either 
select a play to be produced, or actually write one them-
selves for assembly or class presentation, or for radio 
adaptation. If equipment is available, a movie might be 
filmed. 
4. A Public Relations Committee might have as its duty 
publicity in the school and city newspapers for the class 
work, assembly program, radio or stage play. Likewise, if 
the community is such that local groups or individuals 
would have first-hand knowledge of any of the folklore or 
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cultural divisions of the Southwest, this committee would 
be responsible for locating these people for class talks 
or story-telling sessions. 
5. A Pioneer Committee might choose a_'.broader view of the 
Southwest and work from this point of view, beginning with 
the earliest explorers and studying_ the settlers, the wars, 
the prosiJectors, the buried treasure--utilizing the works 
of Mody c. Boatright and :r. Fra~k Dobie. 
RELATED LITERATURE 
Aside from·the actual works-of folklore themselves, the 
following_ works are particularly relevant to this unit. 
The pupil will choose at least one book from this list which 
has been selected both for the literary quality of the works 
and for their applicability to the unit. The pupil may 
choose to discuss his selection orally or in writing, as he 
prefers. Many of the books will of course relate directly 
to the work of a committee or of an individual in his job 
of research on some particular phase of Southwestern folk-
lore. The works are arranged alphabetically within each 
division. 
Cowbo;y 
CATTLE BRANDS, LOG OF 
A COWBOY 
--Ramon F. Adams 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF 
DAVID CROCKETT 
--David Crockett 
CORONJillOl S CHILDREN 
--:r. Frank Dobie 
DAVY CROCKETT 
--Richard M. ])orson 
KIT CARSON, WILL ROGERS 
--Shannon Garst 
BOYS BOOK OF THE WEST 
--.Amy Hogeboom 
WAYFARING STRANGER 
--Burl Ives 
SMOKY, HOJVJE RANCH, THE AMERI C.AN 
COWBOY, COWBOYS NORTH AND SOUTH, 
SIX FEET SIX 
--Will .Tames 
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RIM-ROCKED 
--E.D. Mygatt 
TRAILS I RODE 
--Con Price 
r . 
AUTOE IOGR.APHY OF 
WILL ROGERS 
--Will Rogers 
TEE COWBOY 
--Philip A. Rollins 
A TEXAS COWBOY 
--Charles A. Siringo 
P ARDNER OF TEE WIND 
--N.H. Thorp 
THE VJRGINIAN 
--Owen Wister 
Pioneer 
FOLKLAUGHTER ON THE 
AMERICAN FRONTIER 
--Mody C. Boatright 
STORIES OF STEPHEN CR.AN-:EJ 
--Stephen Crane 
BIG FOar WALLACE, 
JIM BRIDGER, 
WHEN THE VVEST WAS YOUNG, 
WILD BILL HICKOK 
--Shannon Garst 
ROLLING WBEELS 
--Zane Grey 
THE :BIG SKY 
--A.E. Guthrie 
ADVENTURES OF A 
BALLAD HUNTER 
--John Lomax 
THE FAITHBEALER 
--William Vaughan Moody 
..... 
TEE OCTOPUS, 
A DEAL IN WHEAT 
--Frank Norris 
ROUGHING IT 
SELECTED SHORT STORIES 
--Mark Twain ··· 
SHORT GRASS COUNTRY 
--Stanley Vestal 
SEanish-American 
FATHER JDNIPERO SERRA 
--Ivy Bolton 
DEATH 00:1\JlES FOR THE ARCRBISHOP 
.--Willa Cather 
DEATH IN THE AFTERNOON, 
THE SDN ALSO RISES 
--Ernest Hemingway 
:BLOOD AND SAND 
--Blasco Ibanez 
THE BRAVE BULLS 
--Tom Lea 
CONQ,UISTADOR 
--Archibald MacLeish · 
MADE IN MEXICO 
--Patricia F. Ross 
RIDE THE PINK HORSE 
--Dorothy L. Sayers 
TORTILLA FLAT, 
TEE PEARL, 
TEE PASTURES OF BEAVEN 
--John Steinbeck 
TREASURE OF THE SIERRA MADRE 
--E. Traven 
. !:·~ . 
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Indian 
SWAMP CHIEF, 
.TOE PANTHER 
--Zachary :Ball 
WO~TDER TALES OF HORSES 
AND HEROES 
--Frances Carpenter 
.APACHE GOLD AND YAQ,UI 
SILVER 
--.T. Frank Dobie 
SITTING :BULL, 
CRAZY HORSE 
--Shannon Garst 
SPIN A SILVER DOLLAR 
.~-Alberta Hannum 
LAUGHING :BOY 
--Oliver LaFarge 
CAMPFIRE ADVENTURE STORIES 
--Allan A. Macfarlan 
PUmBLO CRAFTS 
--Ruth Underhill 
GERONIMO 
--Edgar Wyatt 
RELATED FILMS (CURRENT, CLASSIC, AND EDUCATIONAL) 
TEE APACHE DTDIAN 
--Coronet Instructional 
Films, 1947 
DANIEL :BOONE 
--Yale University Press 
Film Service 
NAVA.TO SMID PAINTING 
--United World Films, 105 
E. 106th Street, New 
York, 29, New York 
PO~TY EXPRESS 
--Eastman Films 
PUEBLO :BOY 
--Ford Motor Company 
TALL TALES 
--:Brandon Films, Inc., 
1600 :Broadway, New 
York, 19, New York 
BLOOD AND SAND 
THE BRAVE BULLS 
BROKEN ARROW 
:BULLFIGHTER A1TD THE LADY 
COVERED WAGON 
COWBOY .AND TEE LADY 
DESTRY RIDES AGAIN 
THE GRAPES OF WRATH 
THE GUNFIGHTER 
I KNOW WHERE I'M GOING 
TEE IRON HORSE 
JESSE .TAMES 
THE OVERL.ANDERS 
THE OX-BOW INCIDENT 
THE PEARL 
RANCHO NOTORIOUS 
RED RIVER 
RETURN OF JESSE .TAMES 
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STAGECOACH 
THREE BAn :MEN 
TORTILLA FLAT 
TREASURE OF TEE SIERRA MADRE 
VIVA ZAPATA 
PUPIL BIBLIOGRAPHY 
These works are arranged alphabetically within each 
category. Numbers in parentheses indicate grade level. 
Cowboy_ 
Boatright, Mody C., TALL TALES OF THE TEXAS COW CAMPS (10-12) 
Bowman, James Cloyd, PECOS BILL (6-9) 
Burns, Walter Noble, THE SAGA OF BILLY THE KID (10-12) •.,; \. 
Cody, William F., AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF BUFFALO BILL ( 9-12) 
Felton, Harold W., COWBOY JAMBOREE: WESTERN SONGS .AND LORE 
(8-12) 
Garst, Shannon, BUFFALO BILL (5-8) 
Raine, William M., FAMOUS SHERIFFS AN"D WESTERN OUTLAWS ( 9-12) 
Sonnichsen, C.L., ROY BEAN, LAW WEST OF THE PECOS (9-12) 
Indian 
Applegate, Frank G., INDIAN STORIES FROM THE PUEELOS ( 9-12) 
Astrov, Margot, THE WINGED SERPENT: AN .ANTHOLOGY OF AMERICAN 
INDIAN PROSE .AND POETRY ( 9-12) . 
Bowman, James Cloyd, WINABOJO, MASTER OF LIFE (6-8) 
Coblentz, Catharine c., SE~UOYE (8-9) 
Cunningham, Caroline, TEE TALKING STO:NE. ( 7.) 
Eastman, Charles A., INDIAN BOYHOOD (6-9) 
Grinnell, George Bird, BLACKFEET INDIAN STORIES (7-8) 
Marriott, Alice Lee, WINTER-TELLING STORJES ( 7) 
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Martin, Fran, NINE TALES OF COYO'IE ( 7-12) 
Martin, Fran, NllTE TALES OF RAVEN (7-l2) 
Nusbaum, Aileen, ~UNI INDIAN TALES (7) 
~panish-American 
Campa, Arthur L., SPANISH FOLK-POETRY IN NEW MEXICO ( 10-l2) 
Dobie, J. Frank, VAQ,UERO OF THE BRUSH COUNTRY (9-l2) 
Hallenbeck, Cleve, LEGElifDS OF TEE SPANISH SOUTHWEST (9-l2) 
Mora, Joseph Jacinto, CALIFORNIOS, THE SAGA OF THE HARD-
RIDING VAQ,UEROS ( l0-12) 
Suddeth, Ruth E., TALES OF THE WESTERN WORLD ( 7-9) 
Toor, Frances, MEXICAN FOLKWAYS (9-12) 
Toor, Frances, MEXICAN POPULAR ARTS ( 10-12) 
Tall Tales 
Blair, Walter, TALL TALE AMERICA (7-8) 
Bowman, James Cloyd, ADVENTURES OF PAUL B1JNYAN ( 7-8) 
Carmer, Carl L., THE HURRICANEt S CHILDREN: TALES FROM YOUR 
NECK OF THE WOODS (8-9) 
Felton, Harold W., LEGENDS OF PAUL BUNYAN (8-12) 
McCormick, Dell J., TALL TIMBER TALES (8-12) 
Miller, Olive Kennon, HEROES, OUTLAWS AND FUNNY FELLOWS 
(7-9) 
Peck, Leigh, PECOS BILL AND LIGHTNING (7-8) 
Shephard, Esther, PAUL BUNYAN (7-9) 
Thomas, Lowell, TALL STORIES: TEE RISE .AND TRIUMPH OF THE 
GREAT AMERICAN WHOPPER (7-l2) 
Tyl_er, Anna C., TWENTY-FOUR UNUSUAL STORIES (7-8) 
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Wadsworth, Wallace C., PAUL :BUNYAN AND HIS GREAT BLUE OX 
(7-8) 
Folk Songs .,•I>; 
:Barnes, Ruth, I HEAR AMERICA SING (7-9) 
Carmer, CarlL., AMERICA SINGS (7-8) 
Kinsoella, Hazel G., HISTORY SINGS (7-12) 
' 
Kolb, Sylvia and John, A TREASURY OF FOLK SONGS (7-12) 
Lomax, John and Alan, COWBOY SONGS (7-12) 
Luther, Frank, AMERICANS AND THEIR SONGS (7-9) 
Pooley, Robert C., SING OUT AMERICA (8-9) 
~ 
Sandburg, Carl, AMERICAN SONG :BAG (7-12) 
Mi soellaneous 
Atkinson, Eleanor, JOHNNY APPLESEED (7-9) 
:Botkin, B.A., A TREASURY OF AMERICAN FOLKLORE (7-12) 
Colum, Padraio, VOYAGERS (7-8) 
Field, Raohael Lyman, .AMERICAN FOLK AND FAIRY TALES ( 7-8) ., 
Le Sueur, Meridel, LITTLE :BROTHER OF THE WILDERNESS (8-12) 
Shapiro, Irwin, JOI:IN HENRY AND THE DOUBLE JOINTED STEAM-
DRILL (7-9) 
Shapiro, Irwin, CASEY JONES AND THE LOCOMOTIVE (7-9) 
Shaw, Lloyd, COWBOY DANCES (9-12) 
TEACHER BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Adams, Ramon F., WESTERN WORDS: A DICTIOl\fARY OF THE RANGE, 
COW CAMP AND TRAIL 
:Banta, R.E., HOOSIER CARAVAN 
:Beath, Paul R., FEBOLD FEBOLDSON 
Bentley, Harold W~, A DICTIONARY OF SPANISH TERMS IN ENGLISH 
Blair, Walter, NATIVE AMERICAN HUMOR 
Boatright, Mody C., FOLKLAUGHTER ON THE AMERICAN FRONTIER 
Cam:pa, Arthur L., SPANISH RELIGIOUS FOLKTHEATRE IN THE 
SPANISH SOUTHWEST 
Cam:pa, .Arthur L., LOS COMANCHES: A NEW MEXICAN FOLK DRAMA 
Chittick, V.L., RING TAILED ROARERS 
Christ, Henry L., MYTHS & FOLKLORE 
Dickey, Roland F., NEW :MEXICO VILLAGE ARTS 
Gard, Wayne, FRONTIER JUSTICE 
Haywood, Charles, A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NORTH AMERICAN FOLKLORE 
.AND FOLKSONG 
Library of Congress, FOLK.MUSIC OF TEE UNITED STATES AND 
LATilif .AMERICA. Catalog of Phonographic Records in the 
Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 
Lomax, Alan, AMERICAN FOLKSONG .AND FOLKLORE 
Saunders, Lyle, A GUIDE TO MATERIALS BEARING ON CULTURAL 
RELATIONS IN NEW MEXICO 
Shay, Frank, HERE'S AUDACITY 
Tully, Marjorie, AN .ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SPANISH FOLK-
LORE IN NEW MEXICO .AND SOUTHERN COLORADO 
Vogt, Evon Z., NAVAHO MEANS PEOPLE 
Wecter, Dixon, THE HERO IN AMERICA 
KINDS OF EVALUATION 
One :part of the evaluation is a final test consisting 
of three :parts: a letter, an essay test, and a short 
answer test. (A further evaluation might be, if feasible, 
are-administration of the :pre-test with appropriate changes 
to illustrate pupil grasp of the material covered.) The 
letter and the short answer sections are intended to count 
25% each, while the essay test wiil be 50% of the final 
test mark. 
A. 
1. On-a separate sheet of paper write a letter to the Museum 
of Navaho Ceremonial Art, Santa Fe, New Mexico, thanking 
them for the materiai~they$sent to the class, and indicating 
some of the ways in which the class used'the materials. 
When you have finished, the letter should be ready to mail. 
B. 
In the following essay test, select. TWO of the five which 
you prefer to discuss. By class vote the best discussions 
will be submitted as news stories for the school paper and 
posted on the bulletin board. 
1. From the book in Related Literature which you have read, 
from your own research, and from other discussions and 
reports the class has held, discuss the ways in which folk-
lore has influenced the writings of American authors. 
2. Give several examples of the ways in which the folklore 
of the Southwest reflects certain characteristics of the 
American people: their love of bigness, of exaggeration, 
of helping the underdog, etc. 
3. Who was the cowboy, what did he do, and how did he help 
shape America? 
4. What are some of the problems of the Indian? 
5. In your own opinion, how did the Southwest frontier help 
continue and perpetuate the democratic principles of the 
United States? 
c. 
Write your answer in the space allowed between each question: 
1. Why were folk heroes of the West physically very strong? 
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2. How were the Great Lakes formed? 
3. How were the Dakota Bad Lands formed? 
4. Describe Hot Biscuit Slim's kitchep in the lumberjack 
cam:p. 
..,·· 
5. Tell how these years received their names: 
a. The Year of the Blue Snow 
b. The Year of the Hard Winter 
c. The Year the Rains Came Up from China 
6. Who invented branding, the lasso, the rodeo, and the 
roundup? 
7. What is a wowser? 
8. In what way was Pecos Bill responsible for the creation 
of Death Valley? 
9. Who was Slue-foot Sue, and what mishap befell her? 
... 
10. What caused Pecos Bill's death? 
11. Who discovered oil? 
12. Describe the greatest gusher of all time. 
- ·~ __ .__ 
13. What was the chuck wagon and how was it used? 
14. Name some common words of the cowboy's lingo. 
15. Why did the cowboy song come into being, and what 
purpose did it serve? 
16. Name some bad men of the West. 
17. What makes a good tall tale?· 
. ·' 
18. What was the Santa Fe Trail; the Chisholm Trail? 
19. Who was the vaquero? 
20. What was the ranchero? 
21. What was the difference between the pueblo and the 
nomad Indian? 
22. What is the name given to a public performance pre-
senting the chief features of a roundup? 
----------------
23. What was the cowboy's mobile kitchen called? 
24. What were the mustangs of the Southwest? 
Evaluation by the teacher is to be on the following bases: 
1. Comparison of initial letter written in the pre-test, 
with the letter of the laboratory period, and the letter 
of the final test. 
2. Evaluation of individual written discussions, checking 
against item 6 of the Pupil Study Guide for questions of 
clarity, organization, and sequence. Evaluation also in 
terms of Language Arts skills in capitalization, punctu-
ation, and spel+ing. 
3. Oral evaluation: a. evaluation of oral discussions 
during th,e laboratory period by the individual pupil him-
self, by the class, and by the teacher. b. pupil, group, 
and teacher evaluation of the pupil's oral work in the 
assembly program. Consideration of: poise, posture, voice 
quality, diction, pronunciation and enunciation, volume, 
and organization of material. 
4. Comparison of the series of summaries each pupil makes 
in class of the oral discussions presented. Consider gains 
in constructive listening, and in ability to organize a 
short, wri tt.en summary with cogency and facility. (Item 
8 of the Pupil Study Guide.) 
5. Vocabulary growth: a. general words closely connected 
with the unit: 
anthropology 
authentic 
ballad 
characteristic 
compile 
culture 
custom 
derivate 
derivative 
environment 
epic 
equivalent 
facet 
folklore 
folksong 
frontier 
geological 
illuminate 
incremental 
infamous 
interaction 
legend 
misconception 
myth 
mythical 
narrative 
nomad 
origin 
originate 
pioneer 
predominant 
primitive 
symbol 
tedious 
tragedy 
vanquish 
b. Individual vocabulary test on the list of new words 
the pupil has encountered in his reading. 
6. Further considerations best evaluated by an individual 
progress chart: 
a. Is the pupil better able to work with others? 
b. Is he more competent and more at ease in speaking 
before others? 
c. Does he possess a better sense of humor? 
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d. Has he developed an ability to entertain groups with 
stories: poise, voice, interest? 
Evaluation by the pupil will fall into two areas: 
a. the unit's interest for.him, and b. his gains in the 
Languag~ Arts. Pupils ~ill confer individually with the 
teacher to consider tests, letters, vocabulary, oral work, 
and the individual progress chart. The :pupils, early in 
the unit, may construct their own evaluation sheet, using 
the Pupil Study Guide as a basis of expected learning. To 
this pupils may add items more specifically related to 
their experiences, interests, and language_needs. The 
following tentative listing is suggested: 
1. Improvement in letter writing_ ability: form, content, 
spelling, punctuation, and capitalization skills. 
2. Improvement in vocabulary: words specifically related 
to the unit, terms more widely applicable, and general 
enlargement of vocabulary. 
3. Improvement in library skills: the use of the library 
to find information pertinent to individual interests, and 
to assignments in various courses. 
4. Improvement in written work: greater ability to organ-
ize, outline, and establish a clear sequence of ideas. 
5. Improvement in oral work: greater ability to grasp 
main ideas, to organize, outline, and to put across the 
material in a pleasing voice and manner. 
6. Improvement in listening skills: greater ability to grasp 
main ideas, outline a talk, and summarize it succinctly. 
7. Growth in knowledge of folklore: knowledge of the epic 
legendary characters of American life, better background in 
the nation's literary sources, recognition and appreciation 
of folklore influences in American literature and in the 
individual's life. 
. . 
.. 
.. 
' 
8. Gains in knowledge and problems of the different cultural 
groups that make up America. 
9. Incidental gains in geography and history. 
.CHAPTER IV 
UNIT: NEW ENGLAND IN FOL:KLORE 
GENERAL OBJECTIVES 
These objectives are based on the Outline of Desirable 
Outcomes and Experiences _in the _Language gts which is 
illustrated in The English Language_ Arts. 
(Mental and Emotional Stability.) 
1. To satisfy the students' need for varied emotional 
experience through reading of literature on: Experience 
with Varied Religious Views, Different Nationalities, and 
the like; consciousness of Differing Attitudes _toward Life, 
Varied Customs Resulting from Many Environments~ as these 
elements appear in New England folklore. 
(Dynamic and Worthwhile Allegiances through Heightened 
Moral Perception and a Personal Sense of Values.) 
2. To giTe young people access to the spiritual experience 
of the race, and the principles of democracy, as. revealed 
in the folk traditions and ideas of New Eng~and. 
(Growing Intellectual Capacities and Curiosity.) 
3. To extend the interests of the pupils in cultural, s~cial, 
and political matters of local, national, and world 
interest, through an introduction to and guided reading in 
the regional literary and social spirit of New England. 
(Growing Personal Interests and Enjoyment.) 
4. To increase the range and persistence of the student's 
interests and to sharpen his observation and quicken his 
perceptions through the folklore of New England. 
!/Dora V. Smith, op. cit., pp. 41-54. 
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(Social Sensitivity and Effective Participation in the 
Group Life.) 
5. Through group activities in reading,writing, speaking, 
and listening in reference to New England folklore, to give 
students an understanding of human nature and of the roots 
of human behavior; leading to intelligent acceptance of 
differences and to recognition of .the interdependence of 
cultures within our nation. 
(Faith in and Allegiance to the Basic Values of a Democratic 
Society.) 
6. To give :pupils :perspective upon our country's tradition 
of freedom, and understanding of the concept, "One Out of 
Many," as it refers to the contribution of various racial, 
ethnic, and religious grou:ps:of the New England region. 
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
(Increasingly Effective Use of Language for Daily Communi-
cation.) 
1. To allow growth in skills in explaining clearly, ~~king 
reports, :planning in groups, and to share :personal exper-
iences in the study of New England folklore~ 
2. To improve control and use of the voice, :precise and 
effective use of words and sentences in connection with 
oral work in New England folklore. 
(Habitual and Intelligent Use of Mass Modes of Communi-
cation.) 
3. To furnish greater understanding in and to develop the 
habit of using the medium of the theater, in connection 
with class study of Percy MacKaye's The Scarecrow, for 
.:personal enjoyment and recreation. --
(Effective Habits of Work.) 
4. To develop skill in selecting and organ1z1ng material 
on New England folklore into a unified discussion. 
5. To develop abilities to work in committees or in small 
groups, assigning duties and sharing responsibilities, and 
evaluating the outcomes of the group work in a study of 
New England folklore. 
PROEABLEl INCIDENTAL AND INDIRECT LEARNING PRODUCTS 
1. A better background in the nation's lite!ary sources. 
2. Greater knowledge of the differing occupational, social, 
e,nd cultural groups that make up America. 
3. An enlarged concept of the contributions of New England, 
and the part it played in the historic, social, and esthetic 
development of the United States. 
4. A better understanding of the backgrounds of the 
country's music. 
5. A geographic knowledge of New England, and a better over-
all picture of the country. 
6. A better understanding of the backgrounds of the 
country's graphic arts. 
STATEMENT OF THE UNIT 
The folklore of New England--its tall tales; its 
legends, superstitions and witchcraft; its ballads and 
songs; the Yankee; and the sea~-portrays history according 
to the common people. It illustrates the great spirit of 
a people who established a new world, dedicated themselves 
to the principles of freedom, and evolved their own char-
acter. It is an authentic literature, born of the beliefs, 
feelings, and humor of a vital region of the United States 
of America. 
DELIMITATIONS OF THE UNIT 
1. Most of New England folklore (exclusive of non-English 
groups) falls into one or more of these five categories: 
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tall tales; the Yankee; the sea; legends, superstitions 
and witchcraft; and ballads anq songs. 
(Tall Tales) . -..... \ .... 
2. Thecentral figure of the tail-tale lore is Paul Bunyan, 
the lumberjack. '· $· 
3. Paul Bunyan, of French Canadian or1g1n, migrated· along 
with his blue ox Babe, to New England shortly after the 
uwinter of the Blue Snow. II 
4. Bunyan cleared the forests of New England before moving 
westward with the expansion of .the country. 
5. Bunyan's career can be traced through the forests of the 
Middle and Far West, and even into the oil fields of the 
southwest •. ~ . 
6. Many tall tales center around Ethan Allen and his Green 
Mountain Boys. 
7. Ethan Allen Crawford, the giant of the White Mountains, 
once saved a load of hay by catching it on his shoulder to 
prevent its falling over a precipice. 
8. Tall tales also grew out of the feats of strength of 
such titans as Gunpowder Beal of Beals Island, Maine; 
George Washington Briggs, the Dighton Samson; and Deacon 
Leathers. 
9. The New England sea serpent was a celebrated marine 
creature seen for centuries along the coast. 
(The Yankee) 
10. The term 11Yankeett was applied particularly to the New 
England peddler and storekeeper, the t-rickster, and the 
stage comic; but later was more generally given to all 
New Englanders; and, in current international parlance, 
applies .to any American. 
11. The word 11Yankee 11 came from the Dutch and was first 
applied to the Dutchmen who were buccaneers of the Spanish 
Main. 
12. The Yankee peddler, whose development followed closely 
the outlines of the frontier, became the New England store-
keeper after the Ci vi 1 War. 
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13. The trickster, or sharp Yankee, was caricatured in 
Thomas Chandler Halliburton's The Clockmaker; or, The 
Sayings and Doings_ of .. £am Slick';"-of_ Slickville-.-( 1836) 
14. P.T. Barnum, world's greatest showman, was a Connecticut 
Yankee of the trickster variety. 
15. The stage comic, who lasted into the CivilWar period, 
was Jonathan; he made his first appearance in Royall 
Tyler's The Contrast, the first American comedy. (1787) 
16. Yankee wit figures largely in New England folklore, 
and the excellence of its dry humor is said to depend on 
these elements: a. slow speech; b. twangy drawl; c. grave 
humor; d. understatement; e. eloquent silence. 
17. President Calvin Coolidge, called Silent Cal, came to 
the White House from Windsor County, Vermont, and was noted 
for his dry Yankee humor. 
(The Sea) 
18. New England folklore of the sea includes the giant sea 
captain Ole Stormalong, the sea chanties, pirates, "salt 
water" Yankees, and lore of the whalers of Nantucket. 
19. Stormalong's giant ship, the Courser, was so long from 
stem to stern that· it took a man on horseback a good twenty 
four hours to make the tr~p. 
20. The Courser, almost trapped in the bathtub North Sea, 
was finally squeezed through the English channel by 
soaping the sides of the ship. The soap scraped off on the 
starboard side and the Cliffs of Dover are still white. 
21. Captain Ichabod Paddock was a famous whaler who far 
outdistanced Jonah in the number of times he was swallowed 
by a whale. 
22. Much of the lore of the sea deals with the whalers from 
New Bedford and Nantucket. A wealth of such material was 
used by Herman Melville in MobzDick. 
23. Melville's White _Jacket, a depiction of the brutal 
treatment of the sailor in the early 1800's, resulted in 
Congressional investigation and the passage of laws to ease 
the life of the sailor. 
24. Maine was a popular pirate hangout, because its lonely 
bays, coves, harbors, estuaries, and rivers afforded safe 
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places for the high-seas robbers to careen and repair their 
ships. 
25. The most notorious pirate familiar to New England was 
Captain Kidd, who--bringing his plunder acquired on the 
Spanish Main--was supposed to have buried his pirate 
treasure along the New England coast. 
26. In the days of "iron men and wooden ships," the American 
sailors eased their work and enlivened their leisure with 
chantey~ and ballads of the sea.· 
2?. The practical use of the chantey, to lighten work, went 
out with the advent of steam, but the songs, because of 
their character and charm, are still sung today. 
28. The story-ballads of leisure hours honored women, home, 
ships and battle, sobriety and the lack of it, and they 
deplored hard.work, poor grub, and harsh treatment. 
29. "Shenandoah, 11 "Rolling Home,'' If The Yankee Man~of %, r, 11 
"Away,Rio, 11 "Sally Brown," "Blow the Man ])own," and "Bell-
Bottom Trousers" are famous sea chanteys and ballads, some 
known as well ashore as on board ship. 
30. The War of 1812, of all the American wars, produced the 
most sea songs, "The Constitution and the Guerriere 11 being 
one of the most famous. ' 
(Legends, Superstition ahd Witchcraft) 
31. Witchcraft was a commonly accepted superstition, the 
practice of which could lead to execution. 
52. Witchcraft superstition existed in some European 
countries as late as the 19th century. 
33. The Salem witch trials of 1692 showed the great danger 
of intolerant superstition and mass hysteria. · 
34. The Salem witch hunt reflected the general scientific 
ignorance and fear in the attitudes of both the old world 
and the new. 
35. These witch hunts, fostered by a group of highly 
imaginative and hysterical young girls--the teen-age aelin-
quents of their day--spread throughout Massachusetts. 
36. As a result of the witch trials, which were mere tra-
vesties of justice, many people were imprisoned and twenty 
led to the gallows. 
so 
e 
37. When the panic and hysteria had died away, and the 
people came to see the injustices they had committed, 
Massachusetts publically announced its guilt and offered 
restitution to the families of the accused--a courageous 
undertaking which no other country or group ever followed. 
38. Nathaniel Hawthorners Scarlet Letter reflects his 
personal interest in witchcraft and the trials. 
39. Adolphe Robicheauls drama-ballet, 11 Salem Fantasy," is 
based on the narrative of Sara Cloyce, sister of Rebecca 
Nurse, and tells the story of Rebecca's trial for witch-
craft and near approach to the gallows. 
40. Captain Myles Standish, ~ohn Alden, and Pocahantas were 
renouned in colonial legend. 
41. ~ohnny Appleseed, whose real name was John Chapman, was 
raised in Connecticut, and early decided upon his life's 
work of spreading apple trees throughout the Middle West. 
42. Even before his death in 1845, he had become a legendary 
figure among both the settlers and the Indians. 
43. Paul Revere's famous ride was celebrated in Longfellow's 
"Paul Reverels Ride," (1860), and in Tales of th~ Wayside 
In!!, ( 1863). 
(:Ballads) 
44. "Yankee Doodle 11 was written by Dr. Shuckbrugh, a 
:British army surgeon, in derision of the shabbily dressed 
troops of Colonel Thomas Fitch of Norwalk, Connecticut. 
45. It was, however, adopted by the Yankees, and became a 
national ballad. 
46. Such New England ballads as 11 No, Never, No, 11 11 The 
:Brookfield Murder, 11 "The Shining Dagger, 11 and "The Miller's 
Three Soris," were derivatives of the ballads of old 
England, and illustrate these general characteristics of 
balladry: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f'. 
the story is swift-moving, full of action, vigorous. 
there is little description or explanation. 
the theme deals with strong emotion (love, hate, 
revenge, justice, joy.) 
the rhythm is strong and of definite pattern. 
the refrain seems to burst forth naturally. 
the tempo is rapid and even. 
Bl 
(The Scarecrow) 
~;>~·~;. 
4?. Percy MacKaye's The Scarecruw, a play which portrays 
the customs and manners of a Massachusetts town in colonial 
days, contains much New England folklore: witchcraft, the 
devil, superstitions, the ballad, and the Yankee character. 
48. The Scarecrow, a tragedy of the ludicrous, illustrates 
this statement of the author: "It is the growth of the 
sense of human sympathy which gives dignity and reality to 
the hollowest and most ludicrous of mankind, and becomes in 
him a fundamental grace of character." 
PRE-TEST 
To the pupil: The purpose of this pre-test is to 
reveal how much information you possess about the material 
to be covered in the unit. Some of the questions you will 
be able to answer; others you·will not know. The score you 
make on this test will not be a part .of your mark in this 
course. The test will reveal the extent of your knowledge 
about the material to be covered, your strengths and weak-
nesses in connection with the work to be done, and to point 
out the areas in which we can most profitably spend our time. 
Circle the correct answer to each question, as in the 
following example: 
New England i~located on: a. the Pacific coast; b. the 
Gulf of Mexico; ~ the Atlantic coast. 
A. 
1. The first folklore in. New England was that of the: 
a. settler; b. Indian; c. Viking. 
2. The term 11Yankee 11 was first applied to: a. Dutch pirates 
on the Spanish Main; b. the Pilgrim; c. the New England 
peddler; d. a person from Maine. 
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3. The Yankee peddler followed the frontier: a. to sell his 
wares; b. to contact the Indian; c. to move West. 
4. Which one of these· is NOT true of Yankee wit: a. twangy 
drawl; b. grave humor; c. ~nderstatement; d. fast speech. 
5. Witchcraft in the 1600 1 9 was: a. unusual; b. a common 
superstition; c. known only in the American Colonies. 
6. The New England witch hunts were begun by: a. young 
girls; b. slaves; c. church deacons. 
7. Daniel Webster won his court case against: a. God; b. the 
president; c. the devil; d. the governor. 
8. He was the leader of the Green Mountain Boys: a. Gun-
powder Beals; b. Lyman Kittredge; c. Ethan Allen. 
9. He said, "There's a sucker born every minute 11 : a. P.T. 
Barnum; b. Calvin Coolidge; c. Sam Slick of Slickville. 
10. Paul Revere's ride was: a. truth; b. fiction. 
11. Johnny Appleseed was: a. real; b. legendary. 
12. His mission in life dealt with: a. whales; b. apples; 
c. Indians. 
13. The Yankee Munchausen is: a. a peddler; b. a teller of' 
tall tales; c. a sailor; d. a lumberjack. 
14. The chantey was sung by the sailor as he: a. worked; 
b. rested; c. was on lookout. 
15. It was similar in purpose to the: a •. spirituals; b. Negro 
work songs; c. cowboy ballads. 
16. Which is a sea chantey: a. "Away, Rio 11 ; b. 11Barbara 
Allen; 11 c. 11 The Miller's Three Sons. tt 
17. 11 The Constitution and the Guerriere" was a sea ballad 
born in which war: a. Civil War; b. War of 1812; c. Revo-
lutionary War; d. Spanish-American War. 
18. The New England ballad originated in: a. France; 
b. Spain; c. Denmark; d. old England. 
19. Yankee Doodle was written by: a. an American; b. a 
Canadian; c. an Englishman. 
20. Longfellow's Hiawatha is based on the folklore of the: 
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a. Poles; b~ French; c. Canadians; d. Irish; e. Indians. 
21. Mocha Dick is a: a. sea serpent; b. a whale; c. ship. 
22. Tom Walker had a run-in with: a. the devil; b. the 
law; c. the Green Mountain Boys. 
23. The Notch is: a. a ship; b. a famous tree; c. a 
mountain pa,ss. 
24. Captain Kidd was supposed to have buried his treasure 
in: a. New England; b. Florida; c. West Indies. 
25. Maine was a popular pirate hangout because: a. pirate 
goods could be-sold easily; b. it was safe; c. it was con-. 
venient to ships to be plundered. 
26. New England whalers sailed from: a. Nantucket; b. 
Portland; c. Portsmouth. 
27. New England was first settled by the: a. Pilgrims; 
b. Dutch; c. French. 
28. Which is NOT a New England state: a. Maine; b. Vermont; 
c. New Hampshire; d. Connecticut; e. Rhode Island; f. New 
York; g. Massachusetts. 
29. Which state was once a part of Massachusetts: a. Ver-
mont; b. New Hampshire; c. Connecticut; d. Maine; e. Rhode 
Island. 
B. Below is a list of people, real and legendary, who are 
important figures in New England folklore. If you know 
stories about the person, place an (x) in the space beside 
the name. If you have heard of the person, place a (y) in 
the space. If you have not heard of the person, place a 
zero (o) in the space. 
Paul Bunyan 
--Captain Kidd 
--P. T. Barnum 
--Jonathan 
-John Alden 
--Sam Slick 
Stormalong 
--Gunpowder Beals 
--Calvin Coolidge 
--Myles Standish 
--Pocahantas 
Paul Revere 
Ethan Allen 
--Ichabod Paddock 
--Johnny Appleseed 
---Lief Erickson 
--Ethan Allen 
--Crawford 
c. Do the same for the following places: 
The Notch Down East Green Mountains 
'~ 
.'.:.f .: . ..•• ·,· .- ' 
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White Mountains 
--wayside Inn 
Lexington 
D. Library sources: 
Nantucket 
-Old Manse 
--Salem 
New Bedford 
Concord 
--Boston 
1. You want the book Pirate Laureate: The Life and Legends 
of Ca)2tain Kidd. In what two places would you find the 
book listed in the card catalogue of a library? 
a. 
b. 
2. A camnittee on sea legends has assigned you the task of 
finding material on the giant sea captain, Ole Stormalong. 
List below the library sources you would use to find 
material on him. 
3. You are to bring to class the titles of a number of sea 
chanteys. Where would you look in the card catalogue to 
find books on this subject? 
4. You have the book A Treasury of Ne~ England Folklore, by 
B.A. Bodkin. It is your job to find stories about Ethan 
Allen. What two parts of the book would tell you the pages 
which relate to Ethan Allen? 
a. 
b~ 
EEY 
1. b 10. a 19. c 2. a 11. a 20. e 3. a 12. b 21. b 4. d 13. b .. 22. a 5. b 14. a 23. c 6. a 15. b 24. a ?. c 16. a 25. b B. c 1?. b 26. a 9. a 18. d 2?. a 
28. f 
29. d 
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PUPIL STUDY GUIDE 
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1. Assume you axe working with a group who are 'studying the 
pirate in New England folklore. You are assigned to look 
up material on Captain Kidd and give an oral discussion to 
the class. In the card catalogue of a library look for 
material on this pirate under his last name, Kidd, and look 
under Eirate to.see if he is listed there. 
2. If you are looking in the card catalogue for a book by 
Willard Hallam Bonner entitled Pirate Laureate: The Life 
and Legends __ of captain Kidd, you would find it. listed both 
under Eo~ and under Pirate. 
3. For books which include irifelTmat.ion about many pirates, 
or about New England folklore in general, look in the Index 
and in the Table of Contents of each book to see if par-
ticular sections of the book or if certain pages are devoted 
to information on Captain Kidd. · 
4. For articles on Captain Kidd, look in the Reader's Guide 
to Periodical Literature, which is constructed as-a-farge -
index. Under Kidd or under Eirate or under folklore, legend!?J 
or New Englan~ folklore, you may find references to articles 
on Captain Kidd--what magazines they are in, and what issues. 
Ask the librarian for help in using this reference book. 
5. Organize your material well, and in a clear sequence of 
ideas. (See your text on paragraphs.) For instance, keep 
separate notes on Kidd's youth, his piracy, his New England 
days, his treasure, his death, etc. Arrange these in proper 
order when you prepare your oral discussion. 
6. In giving your oral report remember these things: have 
your material organized so that it says what you mean it to 
say, and so that the ideas follow in good order; be sure 
your voice is loud enough so that everyone in the room can 
hear; try to make your voice pleasing to other people; do 
not talk through your nose; do not pitch your voice too high 
or too low; pronounce your words clearly; do not speak too 
fast or too slowly; and stand in a relaxed but dignified 
manner. 
7. Refer to these general characteristics of a ballad as 
you read and listen to ballads: a. the story is swift-moving, 
full of action, vigorous; b. there is little description or 
explanation; c. the theme deals with strong emotion (love, 
hate, revenge, justice, joy); d. the rhythm is strong and 
of definite pattern; e. the refrain seems to burst forth 
naturally; f. the tempo is rapid and even. 
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8 • .As you read such works as "The Devil and Daniel Webster," 
"The Devil and Tom Walker, 11 Yankee_ Thunder, _Pirate __ Laureate, 
The Gam,_ .Johnny:_ Appleseed, UStormalong,H ~d _the ~evil in 
Massachusetts, ask yourself these quest~ons, and be pre-
pared to answer them in class: 
a. What does the story tell about people of the time and 
place: customs, ordinary life, education, religion, 
attitudes? 
b. What superstitions do the people have? 
c. How does the story compare with factual accounts of life 
during the period? 
d. Do you think the story would make a good radio or tele-
vision program, movie, play? Explain why. 
' 
e. Select a passage in the story which you feel could be 
dramatized effectively. 
f. Point out the setting of the story on a map of New 
England. 
g. What do you know about the setting? What is it like 
today? 
h. What similar superstitions do we have today? 
9. In the folklore you read, in the play, and in the 
related literature, keep a record of the new words you find 
and their definitions in preparation for a vocabulary quiz. 
10. In your reading of The Scarecrow, keep notes for dis-
cussion in class on each main character of the play. List 
the person's characteristics. For example: Is he kind, 
cruel? Does he have a sense of humor? Does his name mean 
anything? Does he have a strong will? Is he readily 
swayed by others? Is he honest or hypocritical? Is he 
someone you would like as a friend? When you answer ~ 
or no to any such question, always be ready to tell why • 
.Jotdown things the person says or does, and how other 
people react to him, that support your decision about him. 
You can best sum up what a person is by: (1) what he says 
about himself, (2) what he does, and (3) what others say 
about him. 
8? 
CORE .ACTIVITIES 
.A. Pupil .Activities: 
1. Each pupil will read on his particular project in New 
England folklore. 
2. Each may choose a work from the Related Literature list 
for use in oral or written discussions. 
3. Reading of The Scarecrow, "by Percy MacKaye, will "be 
assigned to all class members. 
4. Individual pupils may give oral or written descriptions 
of figures important in New England folklore, and have 
others in the class attempt to identify them. 
5. Each class member may use his reading for advancement of 
vocabulary by a study of new words encountered. 
6. Pupils may compare and contrast Hawthorne's FeathertoE 
with The Scarecrow. 
7. Individuals may select the work in the presentation of 
which they would like to participate: 11 Salem Fantasy," 
The Scarecrow, "The :Devil and :Daniel We"bster, 11 or folk 
stories in pantomime. 
8 • .A story can "be used for paragraph study, and for analysis 
of "bits of good writing, "based on the textbook discussions 
on ~aragraEhs_and ~le. 
9. Each pupil may participate in the reading and oral pre-
sentation of poetry "based on folklore. 
10 • .A pupil may serve on one or more of the committees, as 
is feasible. 
B. Committee Activities: Committees are to "be selected by 
the pupils. The following tentative suggestions are made. 
1. A Folkmap Committee might construct a map of New England 
on which could "be placed localities of folk stories, place 
lore, illustrations, the outline of the frontier at various 
dates; the course of pirate ships and whalers, spots of 
supposed "buried treasure. 
2. A Paul Bunyan Committee might trace the career of the 
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legendary hero from his descent from Canada, his course 
through New England, and his advances with the frontier. 
3. A Lumberjack Committee might trace a tree from birth, 
through the hands of the lumberjack, the riverman, the 
paper mills, until it becomes paper for books and ne~sprint. 
4. A Whaling Committee might report on the occupation of 
whaling during its great days in Nantucket and New Bedford, 
illustrating the ships, the men, the whales, the capture, 
the cutting up, the transporting, and the uses of the whale. 
5. A Men and Legend Committee might make a study of the 
growth of legends around actual men, comparing legend and 
fact and the reasons behind the legends about such men as: 
~ohnny Appleseed, Paul Revere, Ethan Allen, Ethan Allen 
Crawford, Captain Ichabod Paddock, and Calvin Coolidge. 
6. A committee might dramatize scenes from folk tales, 
based on their own selection of preferences and what they 
consider good material for dramatization. This committee 
might base in part its selections on those made previously 
by individual students. 
7. A comm.i ttee might enact one or a number of the folk-based 
dramas of Percy MacKaye, Yankee Fantasies, or Stephen 
Vincent Benet's 11 The Devil and Daniel Webster. 11 
RELATED ACTIVITIES 
A. Pupil Activities: 
1. Show how the fron'tier in New England has affected the 
folklore. 
2. Report (in relation to tall tale reading) on the radio 
program, 11 Can You Top This? 11 , 
3. Make sketches or cartoons for the bulletin board, using 
folk heroes as subjects. 
4. A scrapbook to illustrate the study of some hero. 
5. A comparison of a true folksong with a literary version. 
6. Report an interview with an authority who has made a 
special study of folk literature. 
7. Review a recent collection of folk literature. 
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8. Write a tall tale. 
9. Write a ballad based on current themes. 
10. Write ballads based on folk or literary tales. 
11. Write a composition suggested by a folk tale on: 
a. local setting 
b. superstitions today 
c. a legend of another locality 
d. an unusual person 
12. Illustrate parts of a folk tale 
13. Arrange a display of books dealing with folklore and 
give a talk on them. 
14. Give a talk on a particular locality featured in folk-
lore. Ease the talk on personal observation and/or library 
pictures and other materials. 
,15. Report on reading of the e.:pic character in folklore as 
related to the epic character in literary versions--for 
example, Natty Eumpo in the works of James Fenimore Cooper. 
16. Collect prints of primitive New England paintings. 
17. Collect popular songs which are folklore derivatives. 
E. Committee Activities: 
1. Make a notebook or scrapbook in which New England 
industries and occupations in songs and stories are depicted. 
2. Compare songs and stories of New England with another 
region in the United States. 
3. A panel to discuss the relative merits of heroes like 
Paul Bunyan, Stormalong, Ethan Allen, Superman, etc. 
4. Sing, play, and act out work songs. 
5. Report on the frontier in New England. 
RELATED LITERATURE 
From this list of related readings, selected on the 
basis of literary merit and/or applicability to the unit, 
pupils may select one or more works--to tie in with com-
mittees, or with individual projects or interests. Works 
are arranged alphabetically by author. 
.AMERICANS BEFORE COLUMBUS 
--Elizabeth Chesley Baity 
FUNNY STORIES 
--P.T. Barnum 
INDIANS OF THE LONGHOUSE 
--Sonia Bleeker 
TEE GARRETSON CHRONICLE 
--Gerald Warner Brace 
POEMS OF .JOHN G. C .. BRAINARD 
--.John Brainard 
WEILAND 
--Charles Brockden Brown 
COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS 
--William Cullen Bryant 
BOYHOOD DAYS OF PRESIDENT 
CALVIN COOLIDGE 
--Ernest c. Carpenter 
A GOODLY HERITAGE 
--Mary Ellen Chase 
COLlECTED POEMS OF ROBERT 
P. TRISTRAM COFFIN 
--Robert P. Tristram Coffin 
LEATHERSTOCKING TATES, 
THE WATER WITCH 
--.James Fenimore Cooper 
LET ME SHOW YOU VEIDllONT 
--Charles Edward Crane 
CONNECTICUT Y.ANKIDE, .AN AUTO-
BIOGRAPHY 
--Wilbur L. Cross 
TWO YEARS BEFORE THE MAST 
--Charles Dana 
NORTH WOODS WHAMMY 
--Clyde Brion Davis 
KIN 0 1 KT.A.A.DN, 
UP IN MAINE, 
PINE TREE BALLADS 
--Holman Day 
· CALICO BUSH 
--Rachael Field 
.JOHNNY TREMAIN, 
PAUL REVERE AND THE WORLD 
HE LIVED IN 
--Esther Forbes 
THE POT OF GOLD 
--Mary E. Wilkins Freeman 
COLlECTED POEMS 
--Robert Frost 
THE LIFE OF CALVIN COOLIDGE 
--Horace Green 
MOUNTAIN TOWNSHIP, 
VERMONT VALlEY 
--Walter Hard 
THE MAKING OF A SAILOR 
--Frederic Pease Harlow 
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HOUSE OF SEVEN GABLES, 
MOSSES FROM .AN OLD MANSE, 
SCARLET LETTER, 
TEE SNOW IMAGE; 
TWICE-TOLD TALES, 
--Nathaniel Hawthorne 
ELSIE VENNER, 
COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS 
--Oliver Wendell Holmes 
THOJ:IDER IN TEE MOUNTAINS 
--Hilda May Hooke 
A MODERN INSTANCE, 
THE RISE OF SILAS LAPHAM 
--William Dean Howells 
COUNTRY OF THE POllTTED FIRS, 
TEE TORY LOVER 
--Sarah Orne Jewett 
I DISCOVER MAThTE 
--Herbert G. Jones 
FROM TREES TO PAPER: THE 
STORY OF NEWSPRINT 
--Henry B. Lent 
TALES OF A WAYSIDE INN, 
TEE COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS 
OF HENRY WADSWORTH 
LONGFELLOW 
--Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 
COMPLETE POETICAL WORKS 
--James Russell Lowell 
COOLIDGE WIT .AND WISDOM 
--John Hiram McKee 
LUMBERJACK 
--Stephen W. Meader 
TEE COMPLETE STORIES OF 
HERMAN :MELVILLE, 
MOBY DICK, 
OMOO, 
TYPEE, 
WHITE J"ACEET, 
--Herman Melville 
GRANDMA MOSES: MY LIFE'S 
HISTORY 
--Anna Mary R. Moses 
ROYAL-RED 
--J"ack O'Brien 
SALEM IN TEE SEVENTEENTH 
CENTURY, 
SALEM IN THE EIGHTEENTH 
CENTURY, 
SALElvl: AND TEE llTDIES 
--James Duncan Phillips 
HAPPY THE LAND, 
START OF TEE TRAIL, 
WE TOOK TO THE WOODS 
--Louise Dickinson Rich 
COLLECTED POEMS 
--Edward Arlington Robinson 
UNCLE LISHA 1 S SHOP 
--Rowland E. Robinson 
PEDLAR'S PROGRESS, THE LIFE 
OF BRONSON ALCOTT 
--Odell Shepard 
OLDTOVVN FIRESIDE STORIES, 
OLDTOWN FOLKS, 
TEE PEARL OF ORR' S ISLAND 
--Harriet Beecher Stowe, 
LIFE AND REMINESCENCES OF A 
NINETEENTH CENTURY GLADIATOR 
--John L. Sullivan 
CHAMPLAIN OF THE ST. LAWRENCE 
--Ronald Syme 
CENTEOLA; AND OTHER TALES, 
MAY MARTIN; .AND OTHER TALES OF 
TEE GREEN MOUNTAThTS -
--Daniel Pierce Thompson 
MAINE WOODS, 
WALDEN -
~-Henry David Thoreau 
O.ARS, SAILS .AND STEAM 
--Edwin Tunis 
A CONNECTICUT YANKEE IN 
KING .ARTHUR I s COURT' 
TEE MYSTERIOUS STRANGER 
--Mark Twain 
T Tim AND TEE TOWN, A 
PROVINCETOWN CHRONICLE 
--Mary Heaton Vorse 
VILLAGE DOWN EAST 
--.John Wallace 
COLLECTED WORKS OF ARTEMUS 
WARD 
--Artemus Ward 
CAP'N SDmON' S STORE 
--George S. Wasson 
ETHAN FROME 
--Edith Wharton 
TEE C-OMPLETE- POETICAL WORKS 
OF .JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER 
--.John Greenleaf Whittier 
PUPIL BIBLIOGRAPHY 
These works are arranged alphabetically within each 
category. Numbers in parentheses indicate grade level. 
General 
Abbott, Katharine M., OLD PATHS AND LEGENDS OF THE NEW 
ENGLAND BORDER ( 9-12) 
Allen, .Joseph c., FIRESIDE TALES TOLD ON MARTHA'S VINEYARD 
(9-12) 
Allen, .Joseph C., TALES AND TRAILS OF MARTHA'S VINEYARD ( 9-12) 
Baker, Mary Eva, FOLKLORE OF SPRINGFIELD (9-12) 
• r. 
Bangs, Mary Roger, OLD CAPE COD: TEE LAND, TEE MEN, THE 
SEA (9-12) 
Benet, Stephen Vincent, DANIEL WEBSTER AND THE SEA SERPENT (7-12) 
Botkin, B.A., Editor, A TREASURY OF AMERICAN FOLKLORE (8-12) 
Botkin, B.A., Editor, A TREASURY OF NEW ENGLAND FOLKLORE (8-12) 
Cahill, Holger, AMERICAN FOLK ART: TEE ART OF THE COMMON MAN 
IN .AMERICA, 1750-1900 (10-12) 
Coffin, Robert P. Tristram, N~INSTAYS OF MADTE (9-12) 
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Crandall, Arthur G., NEW ENGLAND .JOKE LORE ( 9-12) 
Early, Eleanor, AND THIS IS CAPE COD! (10-12) 
Early, Eleanor, A NEW ENGLAND SAMPLER (10-12) 
English, .r.s., INDIA1T LEGENDS OF THE WHITE MOUNTAINS (9-12) 
Goodell, Charles L., BLACK TAVERN TALES, STORIES OF OLD 
NEW ENGLAND ( 11-12) 
Goodspeed, Charles E., A TREASURY OF FISHING STORIES (8-12) 
Gore, Moody P., NEW HAMPSHIRE FOLK TAIES (9-12) 
Gore, Moody P., MORE NEW HAMPSHIRE FOLK TALES (9-12) 
Holbrook, Stewart H., ETHAN ALLEN (8-12) 
.Jagendorf, Moritz Adolph, NEW ENGLAND BEAN-POT (7-9) 
Johnson, Clifton, WHAT THEY SAY DT NEW ENGLA1TD ( 11-12) 
Jones, Louis c., SPOOKS OF THE VALLE'Y ( 9-12) 
Lowndes, Marion, GHOSTS THAT STILL WALK ( 9-12) 
Macy, William F., THE NANTUCKET SCRAP BASKET ( 9-12) 
Malcolmson, Anne, ,YANKEE DOODLE'S COUSINS (7-9) 
Mitchell, Edwin Valentine, IT'S .AN OLD NEW ENGLAND CUSTOM 
(9-12) . 
Reynard, Elizabeth, THE NARROW LAND, FOLK CHRONICLES OF 
OLD CAPE COD (9-12) 
Rogers, Cameron, THE LEGEND OF CALVIN COOLIDGE (10-12) 
Shapiro, Irwin, YANKEE THUNDER, THE LEGENDARY LIFE OF 
DAVY CROCKETT (7-9) 
Stephens, C.A.t MY FOLKB IN MAINE (9-12) 
Stephens, C.A., .TEE OLD SQ.UIRE' S BOOK STORE ( 9-12) 
Tolman, Beth and Ralph Page, THE COUNTRY DANCE BOOK (9-12) 
Weygandt, Cornelius, NEW HAMPSHIRE NEIGRBORS (10-12) 
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The Sea 
Ashley, Clifford W., TEE YANKEE WHALER (9-12) 
:Bonner, Willard Hallam, PIRATE LAUREATE: THE LIFE A.JSTJ) 
LEGENDS OF CAPTAIN KIJJJJ (9-12) 
Digges, Jeremiah, IN GREAT WATERS (9-12) 
Lenski, Lois, OCEAN-BORN MARY (9-12) 
Robbins, Charles Henry, THE GAM (11-12) 
Verrill, A. Hyatt, THE REAL STORY OF THE WHALER ( 9-12) 
Watson, Arthur C., THE LONG HARPOON (9-12) 
Witherspoon; Halliday, LIVERPOOL JARGE, YARNS (9-12) 
Tall Tales 
Blair, Walter, TALL TALE AMERICA (7-9) 
:Bowman, James Cloyd, ADVENTURES OF PAUL BtThixAN ( 7-9) 
Carmer, CarlL., THE HURRICANEfS CHILDREN; TALES FROM YOUR 
NECK OF THE WOODS ( 8-9) 
Felton, Harold W., Editor, LEGENDS OF PAUL BUNYAN (7-12)~ 
Shephard, Esther, PAUL BUNYAN (7-9) 
Stevens, James, PAUL BUNYAN (7-12) 
Thomas, Lowell, TALL STORIES: THE RISE ANJJ TRIUMPH OF THE 
GREAT AMERICAN WHOPPER (7-12) 
Turner, Ida Virginia, PAUL BUNYAN (7) 
Wadsworth, Wallace Carter, PAUL BUNYAN ANJJ HIS GREAT BLUE 
ox (7-8) 
Folk Songs 
Barry, Phillips, Editor, THE MAINE WOODS SONGSTER (7-12) 
Chase, Richard, OLD SONGS ANJJ SINGING GAMES (7-12) 
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Colcord, Joanna C., SONGS OF AMERICAN SAILORMEN (7-12) 
Flanders, Helen Hartness, et al., THE NEW GREEN MOUNTAIN 
SONGSTER ( 7-12) 
Jackson, George Pullen, DOWN EAST SPIRITUALS AND OTHERS 
( 9-12) 
Jordan, Philip D., SINGIN 1 YANKEES (8-12) 
Linscott; E~oise Hubbard, Editor, FOLK SONGS OF OLD NEW 
ENGLAND (8-12) 
Neeser, Robert W., Editor, AMERICAN NAVAL SONGS AND BALLADS 
(7-12) 
Shay, Frank, AMERICAN SEA SONGS (7-12) 
TEACHER BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Dorson, Richard M., JONATHAN DRAWS THE LONG BOW 
Drake, Samuel Adams, NEW ENGLAND LEGENDS .AND FOLK LORE 
· .. Eaton, Allen H., HANDICRAFTS OF NEW ENGLAND 
Gould, R.E., YANEEE STOREKEEPER 
Hard, Walter and Margaret, THIS IS VERMONT 
Kitteridge, George L., THE OLD FARMER AND HIS ALMANAC 
Ki tteridge, George L., WITCHCRAFT IN OLD Ai\fD NEW ENGLAND 
Marshfield Tercentenary Committee, MARSHFIELD, 70°--40 1 W: 
420--5'N, THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A PILGRIM TOWN 
Poole, Ernest, THE GREAT WRITE HILLS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Rawson, Mq.rion Nicholl, NEW HAMPSHIRE BORNS A TOWN 
Roberts, Kenneth L., CONCENTRATED NEW ENGLAND 
Rourke, Constance, AMERICAN HUMOR 
Smith, Chard Powers, THE HOUSATONIC, PURITAN RIVER 
Starkeyt Marion L., THE DEVIL IN MASSACHUSETTS 
'· 
Webster, Clarence M., TOWN MEETING COUNTRY 
Wehman, Henry ;r., WEHMAN'S IDLE HOURS WITH THE HUMORISTS 
Wright, Richardson, HAWKERS .ANI> WALKERS IN EARLY AMERICA 
KINDS OF EVALUATION 
One part of the evaluation is a final test consisting 
of an essay test and a short answer test. Each is intended 
to count 50% of the final test mark. 
I 
The following essay test is separated into :parts A 
and B. In part A discuss TWO of the four questions. In 
:part B discuss ONE of the five questions. By class vote 
the best discussions will be submitted as news stories for 
the school :paper, and :posted on the bulletin board. 
A. 
1. Tell one incident you enjoyed and why in the lives of 
each of the following folk figures: Paul Bunyan, Ole 
Stormalong, Ethan Allen, Calvin Coolidge, Captain Kidd, 
P.T. Barnum, and Daniel Webster. 
2. What do the witch trials of Salem tell you about the 
people of that day? 
3. What were the things which characterized the 11 true" 
Yankee in speech, humor, outlook on life, and in his 
writing? 
4. What were some important elements of folklore in your 
Related Literature reading, and in what ways did they add 
to the quality of the book? 
B. 
1. How does Percy MacKaye illustrate in The Scarecrow this 
statement of his: "It is the growth of the sense of human 
sympathy which gives dignity and reality to the hollowest 
and most ludicrous of mankind, and becomes in him a fun-
damental grace of character." 
2. In Ravensbane's soliloquy before the mirror of truth, 
he reviews his one day of life. What has he found that 
is beautiful and.good in the world? 
3$ Why do Dicken and Goody Rickby lose their power over 
Ravensbane? How does Ravensbane show that he is no longer 
under their control, and what happens to him as a result? 
.. 
4. Ravensbane became a man because of his love for Rachael. 
Why then did he die? 
5. If you had to spend a week with either .Justice Merton or 
Dicken, whom would you choose? Defend your choice. 
II 
Answer the following questions in the space allowed 
between each question. 
1. Who was Mocha or Moby Dick? 
2. Why is Nantucket famous? 
3. What was Ethan Allen Crawford's most famous feat? 
4. Why were Paul Bunyan's school days difficult?· 
5. What is the ancestor of the New England ballad? 
~ "' :.-
'. 
6. Name some ways in which you can recognize a ballad. 
7. What are the usual ·subjects of ballads? 
8. How was 11Yankee Doodle" born? 
9. What group of men sang 11Rolling Home?" 
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10. What were the sea ballads called? 
11. Why were they popular with the sailors? 
12. In "What kind of literat:ure does 11 Jonathan 11 first appear? 
13. Who is Grandma·Moses? 
14. What was Josh Billings 1 system of spelling? 
15. Who was Sam Slick of Slickville? 
16. In what way was the Yankee peddler related to the 
frontier? 
17. Why was Maine popular with pirates? 
18. Name one scene in your folklore reading that you think 
could be effectively dramatized. 
19. What author was instrumental in rev1s1ng the laws 
affecting the life of the sailor? In what way? 
20. Why was Hawthorne interested in witchcraft? 
21. Row did he show this interest? 
22. Where did the word "Yankeeil originate? 
23. In Th~ Scarecrow, why did Richard not like Ravensbane? 
24. Row did Rachael show he+self to be superstitious? 
25. In what ways was Dickson typically Yankee? 
gg 
26. What was the subject of Ravensbane 1 s ballad? 
27. What was the superstition attached to crows? 
28. ~ustice Merton's dog ran howling away from Dicken and 
Ravensbane. In Ravensbane 1 s palm the line of life and the 
line of love begin suddenly and break off abruptly. When 
Dicken takes longer than usual to fill Ravensbane's pipe, 
he lapses into a vacant stare. Why are such touches as 
these effective in the drama? · ~ • 
. 29. What is meant by "anticipation is superior to surprise 11 
in a piece of writing? 
30. Do you agree? 
Why? 
31. With what words did Ravensbane "tinge his vocabulary 
with the local idiom7 11 
32. What was ~ustice Merton willing to do to save his 
reputation? 
33. Was this justified in your opinion? 
Why? 
Teacher evaluation of the advances made by the pupils 
in the four areas of reading, writing, speaking, and 
listening are based on the following: 
1. Evaluation of individual written discu'ssions, checking 
against items 5 and 6 of the Pupil Study Guide for 
questions of clarity, organization, and proper sequence. 
Evaluation also in terms of Language Arts skills in grammar 
and punctuation. 
lbb 
., 
2. Oral evaluation: a. evaluation of oral discussions 
during th·e laboratory period by the individual pupil 
himself, by the class, and by the teacher •. b. pupil, 
group, ~nd teacher evaluation of the pupil's oral work 
in connection with the presentation of the folk plays. 
Consideration of: poise, posture, voice quality, d-iction, 
pronunciation and enunciation, volume, and organization 
of ~terial. 
3. Comparison of the series of summaries each pupil makes 
in class of the oral discussions presented. Consider gains 
in constructive listening, and in the ability to organize 
a short, written summary with cogency and facility. (Items 
5 and 6 of the Pupil Study Guide.) 
4. Vocabulary: 
a. words closely connected with the unit: 
anatomy illusion primitive 
anthropology legend prostrate 
antithesis ludicrous refrain 
bewitch mawkish " rogue 
chimera metaphor rustic 
custom mystical scoff 
derivative myth sham 
dialect narrative sorcery 
epic origin symbol 
feat orthodox tempo 
frontier pioneer titan 
b. a vocabulary test on new words encountered and 
studied by individual pupils. 
5. An individual progress chart, containing a record of 
the following points: 
a. Is the pupil better able to work with others in 
committee groups? 
b. Is he more competent and more at ease in speaking 
before others? 
c. Does he possess a better sense of humor? 
d. Has he developed an ability to entertain groups with 
stories: poise, voice, interest? 
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Evaluation oy the pupil will fall into two areas: 
a) the unit's interest for him, and o) his gains in the 
Language Arts. Pupils will confer individually with the 
teacher to consider tests, voo_aoulary, oral work, written 
discussions, summaries·, and the individual progress chart. 
The pupils, early in the unit, may construct their own 
evaluation sheet, using the Pupil Study Guide as a oasis 
of expected learning. To this, pupils may add items more 
specifically related to their experiences, interests, and 
language needs. The following tentative listing is 
suggested: 
1. Improvement in library skills: the use of the library 
to find information pertinent to individual interests, and 
to assignments in various courses. 
2. Improvement in vocabulary: words specifically related 
to the unit, terms more widely applicable, and general 
enlargement of vocabulary and improvement of spelling. 
3. Improvement in written work: greater anility to organ-
ize, outline, and establish a clear sequence of ideas, 
with proper attention to questions of grammar and punctu-
ation. 
4. Improvement in oral work: greater anility to organize, 
and to put across material or interpret a character in a 
play with the proper voice and manner. 
5. Improvement in listening skills: greater anility to 
grasp main ideas, outline a talk, and summarize it 
succinctly. 
6. Better understanding of folklore and its influence in 
literary works, and in pupils'· own lives. 
?. Growth in anility to plan and work together. 
8. A comprehension of the 11Yankee. 11 
9. Better understanding of the New England region, and its 
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contributions to the growth of the United St-at:es. 
10. Better understanding of the principles 0:f.fre(Zd9m- ~s 
illustrated in folklore. 
11. Incidental gains in geography and history. 
~:". 
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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this thesis is to construct two source 
units on American folklore for use in teaching literature 
in the ninth grade. Two secondarypurposes are: (1). to 
outline the general value, relevance, and adaptability of 
American folklore to the teaching of English in secondary 
schools, and (2) to survey what has been done in the teaching 
of folklore. 
The career of Paul Bunyan, the epic symbol of American 
folklore, can be traced through every .American frontier--
from the forests of New England to the oil fields of the 
Southwest. He, Stormalong, Pecos Bill, John Henry, Kemp 
Morgan, and Casey Jones are among the vital figures in this 
important area of American civilization. These men and 
their compatriots and devotees founded a great navy, built 
a country from a wilderness, gave it a unique literature, 
wrote its songs, built its railroads, plied its rivers, 
dug its mines, and herded cattle on its plains. 
This phase of Americana, too often neglected in 
secondary-school English, offers a rich source of materials 
for teachers in the Language Arts. The remarkable potential 
learning value inherent in this country's folklore is 
attested to by its pertinence, appeal, and adaptability. 
The attention given it by writers from Washington 
Irving to Maxwell Anderson confirms its relevance to the 
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program of the Language Arts. It is influential in the 
.· ~ 
novel, poetry, and the theater. The concept of Hthe mosaic 
of .America" is made immediately clear by the extreme diver-
gencies of ethnic, regional, or occupational folk materials 
which unite to form a consolidated culture pattern. 
Secondly, the universal and permanent appeal of folk-
lore gives it an intrinsic motivational value teachers of 
secondary-school English might well use. Such material 
can start at many points within the pupil 1 s experience and 
frame of reference: popular songs, proverbs and axioms, 
actual and legendary heroes, the sea, animal stories, 
superstitions and magic, folk dancing, group singing, the 
frontier, the cowboy, and tall tales of the West. 
Folklore's adaptability is due to the amazing breadth 
and inclusiveness of the material, which can be divided 
along many lines including ethnic, occupational, regional, 
and social groupings. In its remarkable sweep, folklore 
provides highly adaptable material suitable for use in 
attaining many desired outcomes in the Language Arts. 
The units of this thesis are designed to assist in 
filling the gap resulting from the scarcity of teaching 
material based on folklore. They are untested, ninth-
grade source units, dealing only with .American folklore. 
Secondary-school interest in folklore is an outgrowth 
of the past two decades during which time more and more 
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books of folklore have been compiled and edited for the 
children and young people of the country. During this 
time appreciation of the worthwhileness of folk materials 
for educational purposes has likewise grown. A significant 
activity was the folklore approach to teaching which was 
outlined at the Midcentury International Folklore Conference 
at Ball State Teacher's College, Muncie, Indiana, in 1949. 
Articles on the advantages of the use of folklore in 
secondary-school teaching are appearing with more frequency. 
The National Council of Teachers of English is suggesting 
the use of such materials, recent courses of study outline 
programs based on folklo:re, and occasional teachers are 
reporting successful uses of folk materials. 
Unit I of the thesis, "Folklore and the American 
Southwest, 11 illustrates the spirit of the people who lived 
and worked on the land. The Indian chanted to the Sun God; 
the Spanish-American sang his l.ove songs and 11 rancheroes 11 ; 
the cowboy whiled away lonely hours on the range singing 
ballads that caught the rhythm of the saddle. Each group 
told its stories: tales of Raven and of Coyote; adventures 
of the vaquero, America's first cowboy; and tall tales of 
frontiersmen who burlesqued themselves, baited greenhorns, 
and shocked an anticipating and credulous East. Paul 
Bunyan, Coronado, Manitou, Pecos.Bill, the vaquero, and 
Kemp Morgan are among the figures that symbolize the 
accomplishments as well as the dreams and aspirations of 
three types of people·whose unique cultures have woven a 
significant pattern into the American heritage. 
Unit II, 11New England in Folklore, 11 deals with the 
regional tall tales; legends, supe~stitions, and witchcraft; 
ballads and songs; the Yankee; and the sea. The folklore 
of Hew England illu·strates the great spirit of a people 
who established a new world, dedicated themselves to the 
principles of freedom, and evolved their own character. 
It is an authentic literature, born of the beliefs, feelings; 
and humor of a vital region of the United States of America. 
lo? 
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